4. The initial value problem and the dynamical
formulation of general relativity
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In this chapter we discuss some of the inter-relationships between the
initial value problem, the canonical formalism, linearization stability
and the space of gravitational degrees of freedom. In the last decade,
these topics have experienced a resurgence of interest as more advanced
mathematical methods and viewpoints have begun to show the intimate
relationships among these topics. At present, the literature regarding
these areas of general relativity is a rapidly expanding body of knowledge.
Our purpose here is to present the current state of affairs from our
own point of view. We shall use geometric methods developed by the
authors to establish various conn~ctions between the above-mentioned
topics. The main tools we shall use to develop this material are
nonlinear functional analysis, an adjoint formalism for Hamiltonian field
theories, and infinite-dimensional symplectic geometry. As we shall see,
these tools and the topics we shall consider are naturally related.
For a more complete picture of the current state of affairs, the reader
is urged to consult Choquet-Bruhat (1962), Arnowitt, Deser and Misner
(1962), Hawking and Ellis (1973), Misner, Thorne and Wheeler (1973),
Hanson, Regge and Teitelboim (1976), Kuchar (1976, 1977), Muller
zum Hagen and Seifert (1976) and Choquet-Bruhat and York (1979).
Section 4.1 develops the Hamiltonian formalism for the dynamics of
general relativity, usually called the ADM (Arnowitt, Deser and
Misner) formalism. This is done using invariant concepts and the adjoint
formalism developed by the authors. We show how to write the Einstein
dynamical system explicitly in the compact form

Evolution equatio",

Constraint equations
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This form of the equations is useful in understanding linearization
stability and the space of gravitational degrees of freedom. We sketch
how this adjoint formalism can be extended to all field theories which
are minimally coupled to gravity.
The adjoint formalism leads naturally to the study of the constraint
manifold in section 4.2; the main result in this section tells which points
are manifold (regular) points and which are bifurcation (singular) points.
We also show (using the adjoint formalism) that the constraint submanifold is in involution under the dynamical equations. The equations
used to establish this result are equivalent to the Dirac canonical commutation relations.
With the dynamical formalism in hand, we discuss existence, uniqueness, and stability for the Cauchy problem in sections 4.3 and 4.4. In
section 4.3 we summarize the general theory of hyperbolic initial value
problems that we shall need for relativity. We give an abstract approach
which gives as special cases existence and uniqueness results for firstorder symmetric hyperbolic systems, second-order hyperbolic systems,
or combinations of these systems. The-theorems we present yield the
sharpest known results with regard to differentiability. When applied in
section 4.5, these theorems give the sharpest results regarding the
existence and uniqueness theorems for the Cauchy problem of the
empty space field equations (theorems 4.23 and 4.27). Some remarks
are made to show how the abstract theory is applied to fields coupled to
gravity.
Although considerable progress in the initial value problem has been
made, the basic open problem of relating dynamical singularities (nonexistence of 'all-time' solutions to the evolution equations) to singularities in the Hawking-Penrose sense remains unsolved.
Section 4.5 combines sections 4.2 and 4.4 to give conditions under
which first-order perturbation theory is and is not valid and shows that
perturbation series must be readjusted to be made consistent whenever
a Killing vector is present. Necessary second-order conditions are given
for a perturbation to be integrable. These results are due to the joint
work of V. Moncrief and the authors.
Finally, section 4.6 discusses the elimination of gauges by a general
reduction procedure for Hamiltonian systems. An application of this
general procedure is then used to show that the space of gravitational
degrees of freedom is generically an infinite-dimensional symplectic
manifold. Thus, generically, the set of empty space geometries is an
infinite-dimensional gravitational phase space without singularities. Our
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general formalism is also applicable to fields minimally coupled to
gravity, and with little extra effort it can also be shown that the space of
degrees of freedom for fields and gravity is also generically a symplectic
manifold.
For more information regarding the topics presented here, the reader
may consult Arms (1977 a, b), Arms, Fischer and Marsden (1975),
Choquet-Bruhat, Fischer and Marsden (1978), Fischer and Marsden
(1978a, b, c), Fischer, Marsden and Moncrief (1978), Hughes, Kato and
Marsden (1976), Kato (1977), Marsden and Weinstein (1974), Moncrief
(1975a, b, c, 1976, 1977) and Weinstein (1977).
The authors thank J. Arms, Y. Choquet-Bruhat, K. Kuchar,
V. Moncrief, R. Palais, R. Sachs, and A. Taub for their helpful advice
and S. Hawking and W. Israel for their kind invitation to contribute this
chapter.

4.1

Canonical formalism

We begin by recalling the four-dimensional Lagrangian formalism in
classical field theory for fields coupled to gravity. Following this we treat
the '3 + l' or dynamical approach.
The notation is as follows: V 4 is a smooth 4-manifold with connected,
oriented, paracompact and Hausdorff included in the term 'manifold'.
TV4 denotes its tangent bundle. We also let
L(V4 ) = all smooth Lorentz metrics with signature (- + + + );

S2(V4 ) = all smooth 2-covariant symmetric tensor fields on V 4 .

Now let E be a vector bundle over V 4 with projection 'TT': E ~ V 4 and
let its COO sections be denoted Coo(E). Often we take E = T~ (V4 ), the
bundle of tensors with r contravariant indices and s covariant indices.
However, it is important not to restrict one's attention merely to tensor
field theories or else important field theories, such as Yang-Mills fields,
will be excluded; see for example Hermann (1975), Arms (1977b), and
references therein. Strictly speaking, Yang-Mills fields require the use of
an affine bundle (bundle of connections on a principal bundle over V 4 ),
but this does not affect the formalism in any significant way.
In coordinates, we write the components of.cp E Coo(E) as 'PA where A
denotes a set of multi-indices.
Let f0(V4 ) denote the (orientation-preserving) diffeomorphisms of
V 4 . For 'natural bundles' any FE f0(V4 ) extends functorially to a bundle
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diffeomorphism FE: E

~

E covering F; i.e., the diagram
FE

_E

E

. +"

"+

v.

V.

F

commutes and (F 0 G)E = FE 0 G E . For E = T: (V4 ), FE is the usual
transformation of tensors under F. Then pull back by F is defined on
sections of E, and is given by

and its inverse, push forward, is defined by

F*cp

= FE cp F- 1 •
0

0

For the bundles associated with Yang-Mills fields, one also has transformation by an infinite-dimensional gauge group in addition to the
notion of pull back and push forward by 0)(V4 ).
Note that E may be a Whitney sum E 1 EBE2 EB·· . Ek for k types of
fields, so that our formalism is appropriate for interacting fields.
Let n denote the bundle of densities over V 4 (i.e., 4-forms) and write
E* for the dual bundle over V 4 whose fiber at x is
E~@nx

where E! represents the vector space dual to Ex. Thus E* is a bundle of
vector densities over V 4. For example, if E =
(V4), E* =
(V4)@n

T:

T:

is the bundle of tensor densities of type (:).
We have a natural L 2 -pairing between COO(E) and COO(E*) given by

where I/I(cp) dJ,t = I/I(cp )@dJ,t, and we are assuming I/I(cp) is dJ,tintegrable. We speak of COO(E*) as the natural L2 dual of COO(E).
Let E and F be two bundles over V 4 and A: COO(E)~ COO(F) be a
linear operator. The natural adjoint of A is defined by

for

ril E COO(F*), cp E C'XJ(E). We tacitly assume A * exists.
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If A is a differential operator, A * will be computed in the usual way
by integration by parts to give the adjoint differential operator. In
general, A * can be interpreted in the sense of unbounded operators
(Kato, 1966).
For a bundle E over V 4 with dual bundle E*, we take E to be the dual
bundle of E* so that (E*)* = E. Thus, in the example of E = T; (V4 ),
E* = T:(V4)@O, and (E*)* = T~(V4)' Thus, with this convention, if

A:

COO(E)~

Coo(F*),

then
Consider now a Lagrangian density for a field theory coupled to
gravity:

where C~ (V4 ) = 0 is the bundle of scalar densities over V 4 • Write
;t'(g, q;) = ;t'grav(g)+;t'fields(g, q;) where ;t'grav(g) = (1/167T )R(g) d~(g)
and where R (g) is the scalar curvature of g and d~ (g) =
(-det gal3)1/2 dxo" dxl" dx 2 " dx 3 is the volume element associated
with g E L(V4 ); later we shall designate such a g as (4)g.
If we demand that the action integral

be stationary for any bounded open region g; c V 4 with smooth boundary and for any variation h of g and variation '" of q; vanishing on
the boundary, we get

for all h, '" vanishing on ag;, where D, D g, Dcp denote the (Frechet)
derivatives, and partial derivatives with respect to g and q;, respectively.
Note that the variation h is in S2(V4 ), the space of symmetric 2covariant tensor fields on V 4 , and", is in COO(E).
In terms of natural adjoints, this condition becomes the EulerLagrange equations:
[D;t'grav(g)]* . 1 + [Dg!Efields(g, q; )]* . 1 = 0
and
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where 1 is the constant function 1 in the space of real-valued functions,
the dual space to the densities C~ (V4 ). These equations are equivalent
to the usual way of writing the Euler-Lagrange equations (if 2fields are
assumed to depend on the k-jet of g, <p):

82fields=O.
8<p

Now, as in Lichnerowicz (1961), we have
DR (g) . h = il tr h + 88h - h . Ric(g)

where
il = Laplace-Beltrami operator on scalars; ilf = -rOl;OI
tr = trace; tr h = hOI 01
8h = -div h = -h/;(3
88h = double divergence = h Ol(3;OI;(3

Ric(g) = Ricci tensor of g = ROI(3
and
D[dJL(g)]· h =1(tr h)dJL(g).
Thus,
1

D2grav (g)· h=-6 [iltrh+88h-Ein(g)· h]dJL(g),
1 1T
where
Ein(g) = Ric(g) -1gR (g)
is the Einstein tensor of g (i.e., 0 (3 = R,(3 -!gOl(3R). Since the integral of
il tr h + 88h vanishes for variations h that vanish on af!lJ, it follows that
01

where # means indices raised by g.
We let (see Hawking and Ellis, 1973, section 3.3)
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where S~(V4)= S\V4)®fl denotes the space of 2-contravariant symmetric tensor densities on V 4 •
Let T(g, cp)= fT(g, cp )*, the dual tensor in S2(V4 ) induced by the
metric. Thus, fT = Til dlL (g) and T is the usual symmetric energymomentum tensor associated with oPfields(g, cp).
The field equations now read:
Ein (g) = 87TT(g, cp)

(i.e., Gf.£V = 87TTf.£v)

and
80Pfields = O.
8cp
If one wishes to obtain field theories which are well posed, there are
severe restrictions on the possible choices of oPfields' For example, if we
have a tensor theory and oPfields depends on derivatives of g, e.g. on the
covariant derivative Vcp of cp, then T in general will depend on second
derivatives of g and on second derivatives of the fields ~. Likewise the
equations for the fields will depend on second derivatives of the metric as
well as second derivatives of the fields. In such circumstances, one may
not have a well-defined system of hyperbolic equations (see Kuchar,
1976). Thus, one usually requires minimal coupling, i.e., oPfields depends
only on point values of g. For the scalar, electrodynamic, and Yang-Mills
fields, where oPfields = (1/167T)F· F dlL(g) and F = dA + [A, A] =
{curvature of a connection field A}, this presents no difficulties, as these
systems are minimally coupled. For minimally coupled tensor field
theories, one is able to classify the natural differential operators that may
occur; see Palais (1959), Nijenhuis (1951) and Terng (1976).
Now we turn our attention to the Dirac-ADM dynamical formulation.
We develop this material using modern symplectic geometry and an
intrinsic version of the Dirac theory of constraints; see Abraham and
Marsden (1978). Since gravitation plays a distinguished role, we shall
discuss it first. Then we shall make some comments on the case of fields
coupled to gravity.
As above, let V 4 be a four-dimensional manifold with Lorentzian
metric (4)g which is oriented and time-oriented. We write (4)g to avoid
confusion with Riemannian metrics g to be introduced later. Let M be a
compact oriented three-dimensional manifold, t and let i: M ~ V 4 be an
t The Hamiltonian formalism for the non-compact case is rather different. See Regge and
Teitelboim (1974) and Choquet-Bruhat, Fischer and Marsden (1978). The existence and
uniqueness theory discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4 is valid in either case.
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embedding of M such that the embedded manifold i (M) = ~ is spacelike; i.e., the pull back i*«(4)g) = g is a Riemannian metric on M. Let
ce (M; V,f4)g) denote the set of all such spacelike embeddings. As in
Ebin and Marsden (1970), this is a smooth manifold. Let k denote the
second fundamental form of the embedding, defined at m EM, for X,
YETmM, by the usual formula

C:.

km(X, Y)= -(4)goi(m)' «Tmi . Y), (4)V(T~i.xt)Zl:0i(m»

where (4)Zl: i (m) is the forward-pointing unit timelike normal to ~ at
i(m). Thus k ij = -Zi;j (where ';' denotes covariant differentiation using
(4)g; covariant differentiation using g is denoted with a vertical bar).
Let 7T = 7T'®d~(g) be a 2-contravariant tensor density, whose tensor
part 7T' is defined by 7T' = [(tr k)g - k]#, where # indicates the contravariant form of a covariant tensor with indices raised by g; similarly, denotes the covariant form of a contravariant tensor. In the Hamiltonian formulation of Arnowitt, Deser and Misner, k plays the role of a
ours
=
velocity variable and 7T is its canonical momentum. Note that 7T
ADM 3
7T
d x. When we discuss the space of gravitational degrees of
freedom in section 4.6, it is useful to know that if (V4, (4)g) is globally
hyperbolic with a Cauchy surface diffeomorphic to M, then any spacelike embedding of M in V 4 is also a Cauchy surface (see Hawking and
Ellis, 1973; and Budic, Isenberg, Lindblom and Yasskin, 1978).
Now suppose we have a curve in C:ace (M; V 4, (4)g); i.e., a curve i of
spacelike embeddings of Minto (V4, (4)g). The A -derivative of this
curve defines a one-parameter family of vector fields (4)Xl: A on the
embedded hypersurfaces by the equation
0

diA = (4)X
dX.
'A

= (4)Xl:A iA·. M ~ TV4
0

(see figure 4.1). The normal and tangential projections of (4)Xl: A define a
curve of functions NA = (4)X.L: M ~ fR and vector fields (4)XII = X A: M ~
TM on M by the equation
(4)Xl:

A

0

iA(m)=

(4)X.L(A,

mi

4

)Zl:A

0

iA(m)+ TmiA . (4)XII(A, m)

where (4)Zl:A is the forward-pointing unit timelike normal to ~A' If
NA > 0, then the map

F: I xM ~ V 4; (A, m}-i>iA(m)
is a diffeomorphism of I x M onto a tubular neighborhood of io(M) =
if the interval I = (-{3, (3) is chosen small enough. In this case, we call

~o,
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M

Figure 4.1. Spacelike embeddin s of Minto V 4 with the normal and tangential
decomposition of the generator (41Xl: A •

either the curve i). or the embedded spacelike hypersurfaces l:). = i). (M)
a slicing of V 4 •
The functions N). and the vector fields X). are the lapse functions and
shift vector fields of Arnowitt, Deser and Misner (1962) and Wheeler
(1964).
Using F:I x M ~ V 4 as a coordinate system for a tubular neighborhood of l:o in V 4, coordinates (Xi), i = 1, 2, 3 on M, and (x"') = (A, Xi),
a = 0, 1, 2, 3 as coordinates on I x M, the pulled back metric F*(4) g is
j
(F*(4)g)"'13 dx'" dx 13 = _(N2_XXi) dA 2+2Xi dx i dA + gij dx i dx

.* ~)g.
were
gij = (g).)ij, an d g). = ,).
h
Let k). be the curve of second fundamental forms for the embedded
hypersurfaces l:). = i). (M), and let 7T). be their associated canonical
momenta.
The following theorem contains the basic geometrodynamical equations due to Lichnerowicz (1944), Choquet-Bruhat (1952), Dirac (1959,
1964), and Arnowitt, Deser and Misner (1962).
Theorem 4.1
Let the vacuum Einstein field equations Ein «(4)g) = 0 hold on V4. Then
for each one-parameter family of spacelike embeddings {i).} of V 4 , the
induced metrics g). and momentum 7T). on l:). satisfy the fol/owing
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equations:
ag = 2N[(7T')-!g(tr 7T')] + Lxg,

!
aA

Evolution equations

a7T = -2N[ 7T' x 7T' -!(tr 7T')7T']
aA

"

.

d~(g)

+!Ng#[7T'· 7T'-!(tr 7T,)2] d~(g)
-N[Ric (g)-!R(g)g]# d~(g)

+ (Hess N + g aNl d~ (g) + Lx7T,

Constraint equations

:le(g, 7T) = [7T' . 7T' -!(tr 7T.'i - R(g)] d~(g) = 0,
{ .J(g, 7T)= 2(8 g 7T)= -27T/1i= 0.

Conversely, if iA is a slicing of (V4' (4)g) such that the above evolution
and constraint equations hold, then (4)g satisfies the (empty space) field
equations.

Our notation In the theorem is as follows: (7T' x 7T,Yi = (7T,Yk( 7T')/;
7T' . 7T' = (7T,Yi(7T')ii; Hess N = Nrili; aN = _giiNrili; and Lx7T =
(Lx7T') d~(g)+ 7T'(div X) d~(g) is the Lie derivative of the tensor
density 7T = 7T' d~(g); note, Lx d~(g) = (div X) d~(g). The Ricci tensor
RIJ.v of (4)g is denoted Ric «4)g) and that of g by Ric (g); R(g) is the
scalar curvature of g. We write Ein (g) = Ric (g) -!R (g )g, the Einstein
tensor of g.
A sketch of the proof of theorem 4.1 is given after theorem 4.3.
The twelve first-order evolution equations for (g, 7T) correspond to
the six second-order equations (4)Oij = 0, while the other four Einstein
equations (4)0°° = and (4)00i = appear as the constraint equations.
More explicitly, in coordinates determined by a slicing iA , (4)Zl; has
components (4)Z", = (-N, 0). If we define the 'perpendicular-perpendicular' and 'perpendicular-parallel' projections of the Einstein tensor by
(4)0 LL = Z",Z/3(4)0"'/3 = N 2 (4)0°°

°

and

then
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and

The evolution equations of this theorem are well posed, as is shown
in section 4.4.
In the formulation of theorem 4.1, the lapse and shift are regarded as
freely specifiable. In the 'thin sandwich' formulation, one regards g and
g as Cauchy data, expresses 7T as a function of (g, N, X) and solves for N
and X from the constraint equations

X» = 0
$(g, 7T(g, N, X» = 0;
:It(g, 7T(g, N,

see Misner, Thorne and Wheeler (1974). Upon linearizing, it is easy to
see that this is not an elliptic system, so even if it is solvable, there will be
some technical problems; in particular, regularity must fail. Thus, the
thin sandwich formulation is rejected by most workers. For other
difficulties with the thin sandwich formulation, see Christodoulou and
Francaviglia (1978).
It is important to recognize various combinations of terms in the
ADM evolution equations as Lie derivatives, and we have done so in the
way theorem 4.1 is written. It is also useful to write the quadratic
algebraic part of a7T/aA as
Sg( 7T, 7T) = -2{ 7T' x 7T' -t(tr 7T')7T'} dJL(g)+tg#{ 7T' . 7T' -t(tr 7T')2} dJL(g).

This is the spray of the DeWitt metric, i.e., the terms in the evolution
equation quadratic in 7T' (see below, and Fischer and Marsden, 1972a).
Thus the terms in the evolution equation for 7T may be interpreted as
follows:
a7T
. ( #
#
-=NSg (7T,7T)-NEm g) dJL(g)+(HessN+gIlN) dJL(g)+LX7T.

aA

geodesic
spray of
the DeWitt
metric

forcing term of
the scalar
curvature
potential

'tilt' term due
to non-constant
N

'shift' term
due to
nonzero shift

See DeWitt (1967), Fischer and Marsden (1972a), and Kuchar (1976)
for more information regarding the geometric interpretation of this
equation.
In order to understand these equations in terms of a symplectic
structure on a cotangent bundle, we must introduce the following
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spaces. Let .itt denote the space of COO Riemannian metrics on M, and
g; = g;(M) the diffeomorphism group of M. We let .itts,p with s > nip
denote the Riemannian metrics of Sobolev class WS,P; the diffeomorphisms and other maps and tensors of class Ws,p being denoted
similarly. For ease of notation, however, we shall restrict to the COO case
in this section.
Let T.itt =.itt X S2 denote the tangent bundle of .itt, where, as above, S2
is the space of COO 2-covariant symmetric tensor fields on M, and S~ is
the space of COO 2-contravariant symmetric tensor densities on M.
Define T*.itt =.itt x S~ = {(g, 7T )Ig E.itt, 7T E S~} . We shall refer to T* .itt as
the'L 2-cotangent bundle to .itt'. For k E Tg.itt = S2, 7T E T;.itt = S~, there
is a natural L 2 -pairing
(7T,

k)~ =

L

7T •

k,

as explained above. Thus T*.itt as defined is a subbundle of the 'true'
contangent bundle. Since T*.itt is open in S2 x S~, the tangent space of
T*.itt at (g, 7T) E T*.itt is T(g,7TiT*.itt) = S2 X S~.
We now show that T*.itt carries a natural symplectic structure in
which the evolution equations of the theorem are Hamiltonian. In order
to include the lapse function and shift vector field into this scheme, it is
necessary to develop the notion of a generalized Hamiltonian system.
On T*.itt we define the globally constant symplectic structure
n = n(g,7T):

as follows: for (hI,

WI),

T(g,7T)(T*.itt) x T(g,7T)(T* .itt)~ III

(h 2 , W2)E T(g,7TiT*.itt) = S2 X S~,

n(g,7T)«h I, WI), (h 2 , W2)) =

Let

be defined by

so that
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Then

fl«hb WI)' (h2, W2»

=

L\rl(~:),

(h2, W2»)'

We shall return to J shortly.
Let COO = Coo(M; /R) denote the smooth real-valued functions on M;
C~

= smooth scalar densities on M;

fie = smooth vector fields on M;
and
A~ = smooth one-form densities on M.

Consider the functions

and
<I> = (:le, ,j): T*.J!l ~ C~ x A~;

(g, 7T)'- (:le(g, 7T),,j (g, 7T

».

At this point it is necessary to compute the derivatives of :le, ,j, and <I>
and their natural adjoints. The results are collected in the following.
Proposition 4.2

Letting (g, 7T) E T*.J!l, (h, w) E T(g,7r)(T*.J!l) = S2 X S~
COO x fie, the derivatives of :It, ,j, <I>

and

(N, X) E

D:le(g, 7T): S2 X S~ ~ C~,
D,j(g, 7T): S2 x S~ ~ A~,
D<I>(g, 7T): S2 x S~ ~ Cd X A~

and their natural adjoints
[D:le(g, 7T)]*: Coo~S~ xS2,
[D,j(g, 7T)]*:fie~S~ xS 2,
[D<I>(g, 7T )]*: COO x fie ~ S~ X S2
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are given as follows:
DYC(g, '1T) . (h, w) = -Sg('1T, '1T) . h + [Ein (g) . h - (88h + ~ tr h)] dt-t (g)
+2[('1T')-t(tr '1T')g]. w;

[DYC(g, '1T )]* . N

= ([ -NSg('1T,

'1T)+ (N Ein (g)- (Hess N + g ~N)t]

@dt-t(g), 2N[('1T')" -t(tr '1T')g]};
.

k"/

1

D$(g, '1T) . (h, w) = - 2[ w/lj + hik '1T 'U + '1T' (hW-zhjll;)];
[D$ (g, '1T )]* . X = (- Lx'1T, Lxg);
D<I>(g, '1T). (h, w)=(DYC(g, '1T). (h, w), D$(g, '1T). (h, w));

and
[D<I>(g, '1T )]* . (N, X) = [DYC(g, '1T )]* . N
= ([ -NSg('1T,

+ [D$(g, '1T )]* . X

'1T)+ (N Ein (g)- (Hess N + g ~N)#]

@dt-t (g) - Lx'1T, 2N[ ('1T')" -

t(tr '1T') g + Lxg]}.

The proof is a slightly long, but straightforward, computation.
As is shown in Arnowitt, Deser and Misner (1962), the evolution
equations of theorem 4.1 are Hamilton's equations with Hamiltonian
NYC + X . $, i.e.,

ag =~(NYC+X' ({,)
aA 8'1T
if ,
a'1T
8
= --(NYC + X . $).
aA
8g

-

Using the symplectic structure on T* At defined by

and the correspondence

+X
( ~(NYC
8g

. $), ~ (NYC + X . $)\
8'1T
~,

= [D<I>(g, '1T )]* . (N\,
X)

the Hamiltonian equations in theorem 4.1 can be written in a very
compact way.
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Theorem 4.3

The Einstein system, defined by the evolution equations and constraint
equations of theorem 4.1 can be written as
Evolution equations

a~ (!) = J

Constraint equations

<t>(g, 7T) = (:Je(g, 7T), :f (g, 7T» = 0,

0

[D<t>(g, 7T )]* . (;),

where (N, X) are the lapse function and shift vector field associated with
the slicing, and where [D<t>(g, 7T )]* . (;) is given by proposition 4.2.

Sketch of proof of theorems 4.1 and 4.3. The Lagrangian density
which generates the empty space Einstein equations is

where d~«4)g) = (-det (4)g)1/2 d4x = N(det g)1/2 d 3x dA = N dA d~(g).
A computational part of the proof, which we shall not do, is to show that
2grav can be written in the following (3 + I)-dimensional form (see
equation 7-3.13 in Arnowitt, Deser and Misner, 1962, and equations
21-90 in Misner, Thorne and Wheeler, 1974)
167T2grav «4)g) = NR«4)g) d~(g) dA
= [

7T ii ~~ii - N:Je(g, 7T) - X . :f (g, 7T)] dA

-2[7T iX i _tXi tr 7T + (grad N)i d~(g)L dA

Here i" is a slicing of V 4 so that V 4 can be identified with I x M. Note
that our 7T=7Tld~(g)=7T'(detg)1/2d3x=7TADMd3x contains the d 3x
term to complete (det g)1/2 to a volume element on M. Similarly, the
volume element d~«4)g) conains d 4 x = d 3 x dA, explaining the overall
multiplicative factor dA.
Set {3 = (3i = -2[7T ijXj _txi tr 7T+(grad N)i d~(g)], a vector density
on M; note that {3i,; = {3ili = div {3. The action for gravity can be written as
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=

167T

1 L[
f fM

7T . :~ - N,w(g, 7T)- X . ),(g, 7T)]

dA

+ 167T dA

(div f3 -

a~ tr 7T).

Integrating the div f3 term to zero on M, and dropping the total time
derivative term

J

I=[a.bl

dA

r ~tr7T= JM
r (tr7T),\=b- JM
r (tr7Th=a

JMaA

as a constant that will not enter into the variation of Sgrav, we have

Varying the action with respect to (4)g in the direction (4)h
vanishes on {a}xM and {b}xM induces a variation (h, w) of
which also vanishes on each end manifold {a}xM and {b}xM.
taking the extremum of the action for an arbitrary variation
vanishing on the end manifolds {a} x M and {b} x M gives

0= 167T dSgrav «(4)g). (4)h = 167T

which
(g,7T)
Thus,
(h, w)

JdA fM(w. aA + 7T . aA
ag

ah)

I

-167T

1L
dA

1 L(
1 L(h,

- 167T

=

167T

(D<t>(g, 7T) . (h, w), (;))

dA

dA

(h, w), [D<t>(g, 7T )]* . (;))

w), [( -

:~, :~) -

[D<t>(g, 7T )]* . (;)])

where the term involving the total time derivative IIdA IM(ajaA)(7T . h)
integrates to zero in the A-variable by virtue of the vanishing of h on the
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end manifolds. Since the variation (h, w) was arbitrary, we conclude that

Og) = [D<I>(g,

07T
( - oA' oA

7T )]*.

(N)
X

so that

E ~ (og):: ~

-07T)
J
(

J • [D<I>(g, ".)]* .

•

(~)

We now give a few additional details on the Hamiltonian structure of
the adjoint equation in theorem 4.3.
Let F: T* At ~ fR be a real-valued function on T* At that comes from a
density fJP: T* At ~ C~ ; i.e.,
F(g,

7T)

=

L

fJP(g, 7T).

Then the Hamiltonian vector field of F,
X p : T* At ~ T(1'* At)
is defined by
dF(g, 7T)' (h, w)=O(Xp(g, 7T), (h, w))

where 0 is the symplectic structure on T* At.
Proposition 4.4

The Hamiltonian vector field X p is given by
Xp(g,

7T) =

J

0

[DfJP(g,

7T )]*

.1.

Proof.

and so
dF(g, 7T)' (h, w)=
=

JDfJP(g, 7T)' (h, w)

f
f

= -

([DfJP(g, 7T)]* ·1, (h, w)
(J [DfJP(g,

=O{J

0

0

[DfJP(g,

7T )]*

7T )]*

·1, rl(h, w)

(1* =

-

J)

·1, (h, w)}.
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= JN'fft + X

In particular, if F

XF(g, 1T) =

= J«N, X), <p), then
J ° [D(N'fft + X . $)]* . 1
.$

=J ° [D<P(g, 1T )]* .

(.0

showing that the Einstein evolution equations are Hamilton's equations
on the symplectic manifold T* At with Hamiltonian density N'fft + X . $.
Now suppose Fb F 2 : T* At ~ fJl are real-valued functions on T* At
that arise from densities fJi1 and fJi2 , respectively. Then their Poisson
bracket,

is defined by

where X F is the Hamiltonian vector field for F.
Proposition 4.5

The Poisson bracket {Fb F 2 } defined above is given by
{Flo F 2 }(g, 1T) =

f
-f

([DgfJi1(g, 1T)]* '1, [D fJi2 (g, 1T )]* . 1)
7T

([D fJi1(g, 1T)]* 'I,D g fJi2 (g, 1T)' 1).
7T

Proof.

(XF, (g, 1T), rl ° X F2 (g, 1T»

= -

(J°[DfJi1(g, 1T)]* ·1,r 1o Jo[DfJi2 (g, 1T)]* ,1)

= -

([DfJi1(g, 1T)]* ·1,J*o[DfJi2 (g, 1T)]* ·1)

=
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=

f \([Dgg;-l(g, 1T)]* .

1, [D 1T g;-l(g, 1T)]*' 1)

x ( [D g;-2(g, 1T)]*·1 ))
1T

-[D g g;-2(g, 1T)]*·1
=

f([Dgg;-l(g, 1T)]* ·1,[D g;-2(g, 1T)]* ,1)
1T

-f

([D1Tg;-l(g, 1T)]* ·1, [Dg~2(g, 1T)]* ,1).

This result may be written in 'physics notation' as

8fjPz- 8g;-l
8g;-2)
{Fl,F2}-_f (8g;-l
--.
8g 81T
81T 8g

Now consider the case when F2 = SN.n' + X . ~. Then, from the proof
above,
{F, N.n'+X·

=

f([Dg;-(g, 1T)]* ·l,Jo[D(N.n'+X· ~)]* ·1)
f\[Dg;-(g, 1T)]* ·l,Jo[D<l>(g, 1T)]*' (;))

=

f d~ g;-(g, 7T)

~}(g, 1T)=

d

= dA

F(g, 7T).

What this means is the following. Let (g(A), 1T(A)) be a solution of the
Einstein evolution equations with lapse and shift N (A), X (A). Let
F(A)= F\g(A), 7T(A)). Then
dF

dA = {F, N.n' + X . ~}.

Thus, as expected, a Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian S N.n' +
X . ~ generates A-derivatives of F(g(A), ~(A)) where (g(A), 1T(A)) is the
flow with initial data (g(O), 7T(O)) and lapse and shift (N(A), X(A)).
Actually, the form of the Einstein equations as they appear in
theorem 4.3 can be extended to include field theories coupled to gravity.
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This extended form is at the basis of a covariant formulation of Hamiltonian systems (Kuchar, 1976a, b, c; Fischer and Marsden, 1976,
1978a, b). For example, the canonical formulation of the covariant scalar
wave equation Dc/J=m 2 c/J+F'(c/J) on a spacetime (V4=IxM, (4)g) in
terms of a general lapse and shift is as follows.
Consider the Hamiltonian

for the scalar field (the background metric is considered as implicitly
given for this example). We can construct a 2-contravariant symmetric
tensor density :!J obtained by varying :Je(g; c/J, 77'</» with respect to g:
:!J= -2[D g :Je(g; c/J, 77'</»]*·1,

and a one-form density $(c/J, 77'</» from the relationship

f

(X,$(c/J, 77'</>))=

f (77'</>,Lxl/J),

so that $(c/J, 77'</» = 77'</> . dc/J. This condition expresses $ as the conserved
quantity for the coordinate invariance group on M (Fischer and
Marsden, 1972). If we set <I> = (:Je, $), then the Hamiltonian equations of
motion for c/J in a general slicing of the spacetime with lapse N and shift
X are

a~ (~) =J

0

[D<I>(g; c/J, 77'</»]*. (;),

exactly as for general relativity. A computation shows that this system is
equivalent to the covariant scalar wave equation given above. Here
D<I>(g; c/J, 77'</» is the derivative of <I> with respect to the scalar field and its
canonical momentum 77'</>.
If we couple the scalar field with gravity by regarding the scalar field
as a source, the equation for the gravitational momentum a77'/aA in
theorems 4.1 and 4.3 is altered by the addition of the term 1NfY, and the
equation for ag/ aA is unchanged. The constraint equations become

More generally, if one considers the total Hamiltonian :JeT =
:Jegrav + :Jefields and a total universal flux tensor $T = $grav + $fields> and
<I>T = (:JeT, $T), and if the non-gravitational fields are non-derivatively
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(minimally) coupled to the gravitational fields, the general form of the
coupled equations is

Here, <PA represents all non-gravitational dynamical fields, 'TTA their
conjugate momenta, and <Pdeg = 0 represents additional constraints due to
degeneracies in (4):£, and '" are the corresponding non-dynamical
(degenerate) fields. These results provide a unified covariant Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity coupled to other Lagrangian field
theories and in fact allow the empty space case to be extended formally to
the non-derivative coupling case. The proof that the description of fields
coupled to gravity can be given in the 'Lz-adjoint formulation' as above is
based on the work of Kuchar (1976a, b, c; 1977), who, in his milestone
series of papers, gives in detail the canonical formulation for covariant
field theories, a study initiated by Dirac (see Dirac, 1964, and the
references therein). We refer to Arms (1977 a, b) for the realization of
this formulation for Yang-Mills fields.
The formalism of this section can be extended to the case where M is
non-compact. This case has many technical problems, but there is one
basic difference: the fall-off rate for asymptotically flat metrics is not fast
enough to allow integration by parts. This has led Regge and Teitelboim
(1974) to conclude that the proper Hamiltonian actually generating the
evolution equations contains an additional surface integral term corresponding to the mass. Thus, in the asymptotically flat case, the mass
can be interpreted as the 'true' generator of the evolution equation after
the constraints <I> = 0 are imposed. These ideas are discussed in
Choquet-Bruhat, Fischer and Marsden (1978).
4.2 The constraint manifold
Let C,re = {(g, 'TT) E T* .!U I~(g, 'TT) = O} denote the set of solutions of the
Hamiltonian constraint and let Cil = {(g, 'TT)E T* .!U/J(g, 'TT) = -2'TT/U = O}
denote the set of solutions of the divergence constraint. Thus 'fi =
'fi,re n 'fill c T*'!u is the constraint set for the vacuum Einstein system.
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Two important facts about C(g;;e n %, are that the constraints are maintained by the evolution equations for any choice of lapse function and
shift vector field, and that generically, C(g;;e n C(g13 is a smooth submanifold
of T*,J;(.
From the spacetime point of view, maintenance of the constraints is
equivalent to the contracted Bianchi identities, differential identities
generated by the covariance of the four-dimensional field equations.
This maintenance in time of the constraints is necessary for the consistency of the evolution and constraint equations.
The manifold nature of %r: n %, while of intrinsic interest, is the key
to understanding the linearization stability of the field equations, as we
shall see.
We begin by noting that the Hamiltonian and momentum functions
are covariant with respect to the infinite-dimensional gauge group
~(M) of diffeomorphisms of M. That is, for any 1/ E ~(M) and (g, 7T)E
T* ,J;(,
and

and hence
<1>( 1/ *g, 1/ *7T) = 1/ *<I>(g, 7T).

Here 1/* denotes the usual pull back of tensors.
If 1/>. is a curve in ~(M) with 1/0 = identity, and we define the vector
field X by

then differentiating the relations above in A and evaluating at A = 0 gives
the infinitesimal version of covariance:
D.7e(g, 7T). (Lxg, Lx7T)= Lx [.7e(g, 7T)],
and

and hence
D<I>(g, 7T) . (Lxg, Lx7T) = Lx [<I>(g, 7T)].
Similar identities are generated by the gauge in variance of YangMills fields.
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The next theorem computes the rate of change of 'Je and 11 along a
solution of the evolution equations for a general lapse and shift. The
infinitesimal covariance accounts for the Lie derivatives in the resulting
formulae.
Theorem 4.6

For an arbitrary lapse N(A) and shift X(A), let (g(A), 7T(A» be a solution
of the Einstein evolution equations

a~ (!) =J

0

[D<l>(g, 7T)]*' (;).

Then ('Je(A), }"(A» = {'Je(g(A), 7T(A», }"(g(A), 7T(A»} satisfies the following system of equations:
d'Je
-

= -

1

N

dA

2

div (N }")+ Lx'Je

and
d$ = (dN)'Je + Lx}".

dA

If, for some Ao in tlie domain of existence of the solution,
(g(Ao), 7T(Ao» = (go, 7To) E ce'j'{ n Cs (that IS, <l>(go, 7To) = 0), then
(g(A), 17'(A» E ce'j'{ n ces for all A for which the solution exists.
Remark. It follows (from uniqueness theorems in the next section) that
if a solution of the evolution equations intersects ce'j'{ n ces , it must lie
wholly within ce'j'{ n ces .
Proof. The infinitesimal covariance of 'Je is used as follows:

d'Je(g, 7T) = D'Je( 7T)' (a g a7T)
dA

g,

aA' aA

{J

=

D'Je(g, 7T) .

=

D'Je(g, 17'). {J [(D'Je(g, 7T»* . N + (D}"(g, 17'»* . X]}

=

D'Je(g, 7T) . {J [(D'Je(g, 7T»* . N + (-Lx'1T, Lxg)]}

=

Dg'Je(g, 17') . ([D,,'Je(g, 17' )]* . N}

0

[D<l>(g, 7T )]* . (;) }

0

0

- D 'Je(g, 7T) . ([Dg'Je(g, 7T )]* . N} + Lx'Je(g, 17').
7T
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The first two terms in the expression for aile/aA involve a rather
tedious computation. The results are
1

Dgile· [(D7Tile)* . N] - D7Tile . [(Dgile)* . N] = - N8[N28(21T )].

Thus we arrive at
dile
dA =
=

-

1
2
N 8 [N 8(21T)]+Lx ile

~diV (N 2$) + Lxile.

The evolution equation for $(g, 1T) follows from infinitesimal covariance of <I>(g, 1T) as follows:
Let Y E f!l' be any vector fit!ld on M (independent of A). Then

d~

f (Y,$(g,1T»= f (y, d$~~1T»)
f (y, 1T). (:~, :~))
= f (y,
1T). {J
1T)]*. (;)})
f 1T) . {J
1T)]* . Y}, (;))
f 1T) . (Lyg, Ly1T), (N, X»
D$(g,

=

D$(g,

= -

(D<I>(g,

= -

(D<I>(g,

= -

f

0

0

[D<I>(g,

[D$(g,

(Ly<l>(g, 1T), (N, X»

(1* = -J)

(infinitesimal covariance of <1»

f NLyile(g, 1T)+(X, Ly$(g, 1T»
f (LyN)ile + f (LyX, (integration by parts)
= f Y(dN)ile- f (LxY,
= -

$)

=

$)

=

f

f

Y(dN)ile + (Y, LxJ)·

Since Y is arbitrary,
d$ = (dN)ile+ LxJ.
dA

•

In terms of the Poisson brackets introduced in the previous section,
we can rewrite theorem 4.6 as follows.
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Theorem 4.7

Fl

=

F2 =

f
f

(Nd +Xl • $): T*.itt ~IR
(N2fJe + X 2 . $): T*.itt

~ IR,

then

f

{Flo F 2} =

(Lx, N2 - L x2 N I )fJe

f

+ «NI grad N2 - N2 grad N l ), $) + (L x ,X2, $),
and, in particular,

{f NlfJe, f N 2fJe} f (N grad N2 - N2 grad Nt. $)
{f NfJe, f X . $}
f (LxN)fJe
=

l

= -

{f Xl . $, f X 2 • $} = f (L x ,X2 , $).
The verification that these relations are equivalent to theorem 4.6 is
straightforward. We refer to these relationships as the Dirac canonical
commutation relations.
The following infinitesimal version of theorem 4.1 will be important
in understanding and interpreting a splitting due to Moncrief (1976),
and in understanding the construction leading to the space of gravitational degrees of freedom (section 4.6).
Proposition 4.8

Let (g, 17') E ce~ n ce/5. Then
range {J [DII>(g, 17' )]*} c ker DII>(g, 17').
0

Proof. Let (h, w) E range {J [DII>(g, 17' )]*}, and (N, X) E COO x i!f be such
that (h, w) = J [DII>(g, 17' )]* . (N, X). Let (N (A), X (A)) be an arbitrary
lapse and shift such that (N(O), X(O)) = (N, X). Let (g(A), 17'(A)) be the
solution to the evolution equations with lapse and shift (N (A), X (A))
and with initial data (g, 17')E ce~ n ce/5. Since lI>(g, 17') = 0, by theorem 4.6,
0

0
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<l>(g(A), 7T(A»

= 0 for all A for which the solution exists. Hence,

d
0= -d <l> (g (A ), 7T(A»

A

a7T(A»)
I.\=0 = D<l>(g(A), 7T(A»' (ag(A)
--, - - I
aA
aA
.\=0

= D<l>(g(A), 7T(A»

. {J

0

[D<l>(g(A), 7T(A »]* .

{J

=

D<l>(g, 7T) .

=

D<l>(g, 7T) . (h, w).

0

(~~~~) } 1.\

=0

[D<l>(g, 7T )]* . (;) }

•

Hence, (h, w) E ker D<l>(g, 7T).
We now examine the manifold structure of the constraint set 'fl'J'{ n 'fl/).
We introduce the following conditions on (g, 7T) E T* .Ji:
C'J'{: If 7T = 0, then g is not flat;
C/): If for X

E

2t'(M), Lxg = 0 and Lx7T = 0, then X = 0;

C tr : tr 7T' is a constant on M.
We consider the constraints one at a time; first, the Hamiltonian
constraint.

Proposition 4.9
Let (g, 7T)E 'fl'J'{ satisfy condition C'J'{. Then 'fl'J'{ is a COO submanifold of
T*.Ji in a neighborhood of (g, 7T) with tangent space
T(g.1T)'fl'J'{ = ker DJ'e(g, 7T).

The proof relies on some facts about elliptic operators and Sobolev
spaces. We briefly recall the relevant facts (see Palais, 1965; Berger and
Ebin, 1969, for proofs).
Let 0 be an open bounded region of fJln with smooth boundary. For
any COO function f from fJln to fJl m, we define the WS,P(O, fJlm) norm of f
to be

Ilfllw"p = L IID"fllLp(O)
O~a:OS:;;;s

where D'" is the total derivative of f of order a and II IILp(o) denotes the
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usual Lp norm on 0: IlgIILp(n) = (fn 19(x )IP dx )l/P. By definition,
Ws.P(O, {Rm) is the completion of Coo(O, {Rm)={restrictions of COO
functions on {Rn to O} with respect to this norm.
We shall shorten WS,P(O, {Rm) and similar expressions to W s.P when
there is little chance of confusion.
For a compact manifold M with no boundary and a vector bundle E
over M, Ws,p (E) shall denote the space of all sections of E that are of
class Ws,p in some (and hence every) covering of M by charts. For
real-valued functions we shall just write Ws,P, but for other tensor
bundles we shall make up special notations for WS,P(E), such as ,;Us,p for
the Ws,p space of Riemannian metrics.
In case p = 2 the spaces W s•P are denoted H In this case, and only in
this case, do we get Hilbert spaces.
Now suppose we have two vector bundles E and F, over the same
manifold M, and a linear differential operator D of order k,
S

•

A linear differential operator of order k is a map such that for given
charts on E and F (and hence for all charts), the operator takes the form
a
D = Llal<k aa (x )D , where D a = alal / aXl at, ... , aXn an is a partial derivative in a chart U for M, a = (a], . .. , an), lal = L7~l ai, and aa(x) is a
linear function from the model space for the fiber Ex to the model space
for the fiber Fx over x E U. We can regard D as a map between Sobolev
spaces:

D has an L2-adjoint D* defined as usual by the equation
(Df, gk2 = (t, D*gk2; that is,

L

(D/, g) d~ =

L<t,

D*g) d~,

where d~ is some preferred volume element such as that associated with
a metric: dJL(g) = [det (gij)] 1/2 dx l /\ • . . /I dx n , and <.) is an inner
product on the fibers. This structure is not needed if one uses natural
adjoints.
A differential operator D is elliptic if it has injective (principal)
symbol. For each x in M and for each ~ E T~M = the fiber of the
cotangent bundle, the symbol O'~(D) is a linear' map from the fiber Ex to
the fiber Fx. In the expression of D in charts, O'~(D) is obtained by
substituting the components of ~ E T~M for the corresponding partial
derivatives in the terms involving the highest-order derivatives. Thus,
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for each coordinate on Fx , CT~(X) is a homogeneous kth degree polynomial in the components of ~. For example, the symbol of the ordinary
Laplacian V2 = I;=l a2 /ax~ is CT~(V2)= II~f
For elliptic operators we have the following basic splitting theorem.
Fredholm alternative: Theorem 4.10

If either D or D* is elliptic, then Ws,p (F) = range DEB ker D*, where the
sum is an L2 orthogonal direct sum.
Proof of proposition 4.9. Consider the map lie: T*.;U ~ C~ ; (g, 1T)~
lIe(g, 1T). We shall show that under condition C x ,

is surjective with splitting kernel so that lie is a submersion at (g, 1T).
Using Sobolev spaces and the implicit function theorem, and then
passing to the COO case via a regularity argument, it follows that C{5x =
lIe- 1 (0) is a smooth submanifold in a neighborhood of (g, 1T).
From theorem 4.10 it follows that DlIe(g, 1T) is surjective provided
that its L2-adjoint
[D~(g, 1T.)]*: COO ~ S~ X S2

[DR(g, 1T)]* . N = {-NSg (1T, 1T)+ [N Ein (g)- Hess N - g IlN]# dp,(g),
2N[(1T')" - i(tr 1T')g]}
is injective and has injective symbol.
The symbol of [D~(g, 1T )]* is

CTe[DlIe(g, 1T )]* = [( -~® ~ + gll~112)# dp, (g), 0]:
(fl ~ «T~M ®T~M)sym

dp,(g), (TxM® TxM)sym)

for ~ E T~ M. For s E (fl, ~ ¥ 0, (-~®~ + gll~112)S = 0 implies, by taking the
trace, 211~112S = 0 so s = 0, so that the symbol is injective.
Any N E ker [DlIe(g, 1T)]* satisfies
(i) -NSg (1T, 1T)+ [N Ein (g)- Hess N - g IlN]# dp,(g) = 0
(ii) 2N[(1T')-i(tr 1T')g] = O.
Taking the trace of (ii) gives N(tr 1T') = 0 and so from (ii) again
N1T = O. Thus, from (i),
(iii) N Ein (g)- Hess N - g IlN = O.
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From the trace <?f (iii)

211N +!R(g)N =
However, from ife(g, 7T) = 0 and N7T
Hence

=

o.

0, it follows that NR (g) = O.

I1N=O
and so N = constant.
If 7T ¥ 0, then N7T = 0 implies N = 0, since N is constant. Thus
[Dife(g, 7T )]* is injective and hence Dife(g, 7T) is surjective.
If 7T = 0, then from (iii), N Ein (g) = 0 since N is constant and so
N Ric (g) = O. Thus, if N ¥ 0, then Ric (g) = 0 and hence g is flat, since
dim M = 3. But a flat g and 7T = 0 is ruled out by condition C:;e. Hence
N = 0, and again Dife(g, 7T) is surjective.
•
Proposition 4. 11

If (g, 7T)E C(ilj = {(g, 7T)I$(g, 7T) = O} c T* At satisfies condition Clj, then C(ilj is
a smooth submanifold of T* At in a neighborhood of (g, 7T) with tangent
space
T(g.-rr)C(ilj = ker [D$(g, 7T)].
Proof. The adjoint of the derivative of $(g, 7T) is given by

[D$(g, 7T)]*. X

=

(-L)(7T, Lxg).

The symbol is injective (from its injectivity in the second component
alone). The kernel of [D$(g,7T)]* is {XIL)(7T = 0, Lxg = O} so that
injectivity of [D$(g, 7T)]* is exactly condition Clj. The result then follows
•
by the implicit function theorem as in proposition 4.9.
To show that the intersection C(i = C(i:;e n C(ilj is a submanifold of T* At,
we need additional restrictions because there may be points at which the
intersection is not transversal. At this point it is necessary to assume that
(g, 7T) satisfies the condition tr 7T' = constant.
Theorem 4. 12

Let (g, 7T) E C(i:;e n C(ilj satisfy the conditions C:;e, Clj, and C tr • Then the
constraint set C(i = C(i:;e n C(ilj is a COO submanifold of T* At in a neighborhood of (g, 7T) with tangent space
T(g.-rr)C(i = ker D<I>(g, 7T)
where <I> = (ife, $).
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Proof. We want to show D<I>(g, 7T) = (D.re(g, 7T), DJl"(g, 7T» is surjective
for (g, 7T)E C(i and satisfying the given conditions. The adjoint is
,

[D<I>(g, 7T )]*: COO x FE ~ S~ X S2,
(N,

X)~ [D<I>(g, 7T )]*

. (N, X) = [D.re(g,

7T

)]* . N + [DJl"(g,

7T

)]* . x.

For ~ E T~M, ~,.: 0, the symbol of this map, (T~[D<I>(g, 7T )]*, ~ E T~M,
may be shown to be injective, as above (see, however, remarks on
various types of ellipticity in Fischer and Marsden, 1975b). Thus it
remains to show that [D<I>(g, 7T )]* is injective. Let (N, X) E
ker [D<I>(g, 7T )]*. Then, from the formula for [D<I>(g, 7T )]*, we have
(i)

-NSg (7T, 7T)+[N Ein (g)-(HessN +g aN)]# dJ,L(g)-Lx7T =0

and
(ii) 2N[(7T')-t(tr 7T')g] + Lxg = O.
Taking the trace of (i) and (ii), we get:
(iii)

-

~.re(g, 7T) + 2(aN) dJ,L (g) + tr Lx7T =

0

and
(iv)

-N tr 7T'+2 div X

=

O.

Now tr Lx7T = X . d tr 7T - 7T • Lxg + (div X)(tr 7T), since Lx7T =
(Lx7T')0dJ,L(g)+ 7T'0 (div X) dJ,L(g) (in coordinates, (Lx7T ii = Xk7Tiilkk"
1
7T' X1lk - 7T X'ik + X Ik7T'I).
Since .re(g, 7T) = 0, (iii) reduces to
~.

(v)

~.

2(aN) dJ,L(g)+ X . d tr

7T -7T •

Lxg + (div X)(tr 7T) = O.

Using (ii) and (iv) to eliminate Lxg and div X, respectively, in (v) gives
(vi) 2(aN)+ X . d tr 7T' -7T' . Lxg + (div X)(tr 7T')

=

2 aN + 2N7T' .

7T'

N
+ Z(tr 7T,)2 + X . d tr 7T'

= 2 aN +2N[7T' . 7T' -*(tr 7T'i] + X . d tr 7T' = O.
Now note that the coefficient of N, namely P( 7T', 7T') =
-i(tr 7T,)2 = [7T' -t(tr 7T')g] . [7T' -t(tr 7T')g], is positive-definite.

7T' • 7T'
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Thus, if tr 1T" is a constant, (vi) becomes
2 aN +2P(1T", 1T")N = 0

which implies N = 0 unless 1T" = 0, in which case N = constant. In this
case, from (i), Ein (g) = 0 and so Ric (g) = 0, i.e., g is flat since dim M =
3. However, the case (gp, 0), where gp is flat, is excluded by condition
C~. Thus, 1T" ¥- 0 and N = O. Then, by (i) and (ii), Lxg = 0 and Lx1T' = 0,
which, by condition C8, implies X = O. Thus (N, X) = (0, 0) and so
[D<I>(g, 1T')]* is injective, under conditiohs C;J6 Cs, and Ctr- The result of
the theorem then follows by the implicit function theorem.
•
Remark. That one must impose the condition tr 1T" is a constant to show
that the intersection r:e'J{ n r:es is a manifold is an annoying feature of the
analysis. One might suspect that under conditions C'J{ and Cs alone, the
system (i) and (ii) is injective. The difficulty is that in the system, say (vi)
and (ii) for (N, X), the X . d tr 1T" coupling term seems to be sufficient to
prevent one from showing uniqueness for this system. The results of
Moncrief, discussed in section 4.5, will shed light on this point.
In Choquet-Bruhat, Fischer and Marsden (1978), and Marsden and
Tipler (1979) the existence of hypersurfaces with tr 1T" equal to a constant
is discussed. Thus these preferred hypersurfaces will be the place to check
conditions C'J{ and Cs.

4.3 The abstract Cauchy problem and hyperbolic equations
This section summarizes the general theory for hyperbolic initial-value
problems that we shall need for relativity. The complete proofs are
technical and lengthy, so only the ideas will be given. The papers of
Kato (1975a, b, 1977) and Hughes, Kato and Marsden (1977) can be
consulted for details. The present abstract approach is preferred since it
gives as special cases both first-order symmetric and second-order
hyperbolic, or combinations of these systems. Moreover, it yields the
sharpest known results with regard to differentiability.
We shall begin with the linear case, then treat the nonlinear. We give
a result on differentiability of the time t map for later use and then
explain how the results apply to hyperbolic systems.
It is necessary to assume the reader is familiar with linear semigroup
theory; see, for example, Hille and Phillips (1967), Yosida (1974), or
Marsden and Hughes (1978).
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If X is a Banach space, G(X, M, (3) denotes the set of generators A of
Co semigroups etA = U(t) on X satisfying
IIU(t)II~Met/3,

t;;'O;

i.e., by the Hille-Yosida theorem, A - A is one-to-one and onto X and

If M = 1, we say A is quasi-accretive or U(t) is quasi-contractive. This is

the class of linear semigroups of importance to us. We recall that for
= cp(t) lies in D(A) as well and
satisfies the evolution equation
cP E D(A), the domain of A, U(t)cp

(4.1)
where cp(.) is regarded as a map of [0, (0) to X for purposes of
computing the time derivative.
Let X, Y be Banach spaces, Y c X with the inclusion continuous and
dense. Let U (t, s) be a family of bounded operators on X defined for
o~ s ~ t ~ T; here [0, T] is a conveniently chosen time interval; T could
be arbitrarily large. Let A(t) be a family of linear generators on X,
ycD(A(t», O~t~T. We call U(t,s) a family of (strong) evolution
operators for A if
(i) U(s, s)= 1 and (t, s)~ U(t, s) is strongly continuous in X;
(ii) U(t, s)U(s, r)= U(t, r), O~r~s ~ t~ T;
(iii) U(t, s) is a bounded operator of Y to Y and is strongly continuous in (t, s);
(iv) (ajat)U(t,s)cp=A(t)U(t,s)Cp, cpE Y (forward differential equation) and each side is strongly continuous in (t, s) with values in
B(Y, X) (the bounded operators from Y to X) and ajat is taken
in the X -norm.
If we differentiate (ii) with respect to s at s = r, and use (iv), we
formally get the backwards differential equation:

a

-U(t, s)cp
as

= -U(t, s)A(s)cp

for cp E Y. If we write (iv) as an integral equation in time, this is easy to
prove; write
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and use the identity
1
h"[ U(t, s + h)cp - U(t, s)cp]
=U(t,s+h) [

I

h

S

1
-h"

S

cp-U(S+h)cp]· 1
h
+h"[U(s+h,s)cp-cp]

+

A(r)U(r,s+h)cpdr.

A family A(t)E G(X, M, (3) (for M, (3 fixed) is called stable if for any
and ~ t1 ~ ... ~ tk ~ T,

Sj;;':

° °

exp [SkA(td] exp [Sk-1A(tk-1)] . .. exp [SlA(t1)]
~Mexp[{3(sl+

... +sd]

or, equivalently,

If A(t)E G(X, 1, (3), then A(t) is clearly stable. If we let X, denote X
with a new norm 1111, depending on t in an exponential fashion:

and if A(t) E G(X" 1, (3), then A(t) is stable in X", with M = e 2cT!3; see
Kato (1970, Proposition 3.4). The same reference, Proposition 3.5,
shows that a bounded perturbation of a stable family is stable.
In the following theorem, L;'([O, T]; B(Y, X)) denotes the
(equivalence class of) strongly measurable essentially bounded functions
from [0, T] to B(Y, X) and Lip*([O, T]; B(Y, X)) denotes the strong
indefinite integrals of functions in L;'([O, T]; B(Y, X)).
Theorem 4.13 (Kato, 1973)
Assume
(i) A (t) is a stable family of generators in X, ~ t ~ T;
(ii) Y c X, with continuous dense inclusion and D (A):=> Y;
(iii) there is a family Set): Y ~ X of isomorphisms (onto) such that
S(t)A(t)S(tr 1 = A(t)+ B(t),

°
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where B (t) E B (X), a bounded operator on X, and
(a) t~S(t) lies in Lip*([O, T); B(Y, X))
(b) t~B(t)liesinL:([O, T);B(X));
(iv) t~A(t)E B(Y, X) is norm continuous.
Then there is a unique family of strong evolution operators for A.

See Kato (1973) for the proof.
The case where the domain of A(t) is constant in time is much
simpler. Here we assume D(A (t)) = Y and that A E Lip*([O, T);
B(Y, X)). Then (iii) will hold with B = 0 and
S(t)=A-A(t),

A>{3.

However, for the hyperbolic problems we wish to consider, the domains
need not be constant. The constant domain case was the subject of the
original work of Kato (1966); see also Yosida (1974).
The inhomogeneous problem

au

ii(=A(t)u+f(t),

u(O)=cp

can be treated by a clever trick of Kato (1977). Namely, we suspend the
equation on X x [R and consider the equivalent homogeneous problem
:t

C) A(t)C),
=

u(O)= "1', k(O)= 1

where

Then the theorem above may be applied to A.
In many nonlinear problems it is often convenient to consider associated (time-dependent) linear Cauchy problems and for these, the
theorem above is applicable.
To illustrate how the theorem applies we consider the two cases that
mainly concern us, namely first-order symmetric hyperbolic and secondorder hyperbolic systems. We shall treat these on [Rm, but due to the
hyperbolicity of the equations, the results can be localized and therefore
applied to compact manifolds as well; see Hawking and Ellis (1973).
We first consider first-order symmetric hyperbolic systems of
Friedrichs (1954); see also Fischer and Marsden (1972b) and Kato
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(1975a, b, 1977). The form is

au
at

ao(t, x)-=

au
ax

m

L

j~l

(4.2) .

aAt, x)-j+a(t, x)u,

where u (t, x) E IJlN, aj. a are real. We assume
OO
(i) there are constant matrices aj, a such that
aj - aj, a - a OO E C([O, T], HO(lJlm)n L 00([0, T], HS(lJl m )),
j=O, 1, ... , m

Here HS(lJl m) is the usual Sobolev space on IJlm (with range
unspecified) and s > (m/2)+ 1.
(ii) aj are symmetric matrices;
(iii) ao(t, x)?3 cI for some c > 0.
Theorem 4.14
Under these conditions, the hypotheses of theorem 4.13 are satisfied with

x = L 2(lJl m) = HO(lJl m)
Y=Hs'(lJl m),

l~s'~s

Set) = (1- ay'/2
A(t)= ao(t, .

fl[ I

j~l

aj(t, . )-;+a(t, .)]

ax

(the closure of this operator on C~), i.e., (4.2) generates a strong evolution
system in L 2 which maps H S' to H S' (regularity).
m
Warning. The domain of A(t) need not be Hl(lJl ); e.g., the aj may
vanish.
The idea of the proof is as follows. If we put on X the energy norm

we find that
A(t)E O(Xh 1, (3)
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with
{3=sup a(t,x)--21
I,X

1

m
aa· x) I ,
L -f(t,
j=1

ax

which is finite by the Sobolev inequalities. The key idea here is the
estimate

which, by the Schwarz inequality, is implied by

The latter is readily proved using integration by parts and the symmetry
of aj. The stability of A(t) results from the fact that the norms 1111I
depend exponentially on t. The hardest part is to prove that
B(t)= [S, A(t)]S-1

is a bounded operator in X, where [,] is the commutator. One writes
the commutator out explicitly; the key estimate boils down to an estimate on the commutator

The required estimates on this commutator use a lengthy but relatively
straightforward series of Sobolev-type estimates. Details may be found
in Kato (1975b) for s' = 1, the general case being similar.
Remark. Results of this type for (4.2) already appear in early work of
Friedrichs (1954) and Courant and Hilbert (1962). However, sharp
differentiability hypotheses, which are crucial for nonlinear problems,
were never clearly spelled out. An intermediate attempt was given in
Fischer and Marsden (1972b) and the formulation was then sharpened
and clarified by Kato (1975a). The present unified scheme, suggested by
Hughes, Kato, and Marsden (1977) is due to Kato.
Next, we consider second-order hyperbolic systems. The form is
a2u
m
a2u
m
a2u
au
aoo(t,x)-2= L aij(t,x)-i-j+2 L aOi(t,x)--i+aO(t,x)at
i.j=1
ax ax
i=1
at ax
at

+

m

L

i=1
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where, again, u (t, x) E fRN, a (3, a
assume: s >!m + 1 and
Q

Q ,

a are N x N matrix functions and we

(i) there are constant matrices a:='(3, a:=', a

(ii) a (3 is symmetric;
(iii) aoo(t, x ) ~ cI for some c > 0;
(iv) strong ellipticity; there is an

oo

such that

Q

iJi

aii(t,

E

>0 such that

X)~i~i ~ e(Jl ~;)

(a matrix inequality) for all ~= (~h"" ~m)E fRm.
Theorem 4.15
Under these conditions, the hypotheses of theorem 4.13 are satisfied with
X = H 1 (fRm) X HO(fR m),

Y

= H s'+l(fR m) X HS'(fR m), I,;;; s',;;; s,

S = (1- t:.)"/2 x (1- t:.y'/2,

A(t)=

(a,*: a" .x~::+ La,.>aJ a':[ La~.!,+a,J)
2

(the closure of this operator on C~), i.e., (4.3) generates a strong evolution
system in X which maps Y to Y.

Here we have written (4.3) in the usual way as a system in (u, u), first
order in time,
One uses the norm

II(fP,

¢)II~ J [I
=

fIl~

aii(t, x)

i,i=l

a~ . a~ + CfP . fP + aoo(t, x)¢ .

ax

ax

¢] dx

where the constant c is chosen sufficiently large. By Gardings inequality,
this gives an equivalent norm on X (this uses strong ellipticity). It is then
straightforward to get the estimate

II[A _A(tS)rlllt~-(
1 )
A-(3
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by showing, as before, that
([..\ - A(t)]u, u)t;:;:: (..\ -

P)llull;.

One can also show, as in Yosida (1974) that..\ -A(t) is one-to-one and
onto X, so A(t)E G(Xt' 1,13), and, as above, II· lit varies exponentially
with t, so A(t) is a stable family.
Again, the proof of boundedness of B(t) requires estimates on commutators; for details see Hughes, Kato and Marsden (1977).
For later use in the nonlinear problem (and in lemma 4.22), it is
crucial to have sharp differentiability assumptions on the coefficients as
stated here.
Remark. Since the abstract theorem includes both (4.2) and (4.3) as
special cases, it is clear that coupled systems of such equations can be
handled in a similar way. This is important for certain types of matter
fields coupled to the gravitational field.

Now we turn to the nonlinear problem. As above, let X and Y be
Banach spaces, with Y densely and continuously included in X. Let
We Y be open, let T > 0 and let G: [0, T] x W ~ X be a given
mapping. A nonlinear evolution equation has the form
u(t) = G(t, u(t)),

where

du

u = dt"

(4.4)

E [0, T] and <P E Ware given, a solution curve (or integral curve) of
G with value c/J at s is a map u ( . ) E CO([s, T], W) n ([s, T], X) such that
(4.4) hold on [s, T] and u(s)= c/J.
If these solution curves exist and are unique for c/J in an open set
U c W, we can define evolution operators Ft•s : U ~ W that map u (s) =
c/J to u(t). We say (4.4) is well posed (or is Cauchy stable) if Fr.s is
continuous (in the Y -topology on U and W) for each t, s satisfying
o~ s ~ t ~ T. We remark that joint continuity of Ft..{c/J) in (t, s, c/J)
follows under general hypotheses (Chernoff and Marsden, 1974).
Furthermore, if one has well-posedness for short time intervals, it is easy
to obtain it for the maximally extended flow.
Well-posedness can be difficult to establish in specific examples,
especially for 'hyperbolic' ones. The continuity of F t•s from Y to Y
cannot in general be replaced by stronger smoothness conditions such as
Lipschitz or even HOlder continuity; a simple example showing this,
namely u + uUx = 0 in Y = HS+t, X = H S on Ill, is given in Kato (1975a).
A discussion of these smoothness questions is given below.

If s
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The most thoroughly studied nonlinear evolution equations are those
giving rise to nonlinear contraction semigroups generated by monotone
operators (Brezis, 1973). These sometimes have evolution operators
defined on all of X. This is not typical of hyperbolic problems, where F t ,.
may be defined only in Y, may be continuous from Y to Y, be differentiable from Y to X, and be Y -locally Lipschitz from X to X, without
being X -locally Lipschitz from X to X or Y -locally Lipschitz from Y to
Y, as is shown by the example above.
Specializing (4.4), we shall consider the quasi-linear abstract Cauchy
problem
u=A(t,u)u+/(t,u),

O~t~T,

u(O)=cp

(4.5)

where u takes values in X and A(t, u) is an (unbounded) linear operator
depending on the unknown u in a nonlinear fashion. We include / for
completeness, although it can be omitted by using Kato's suspension
trick mentioned above.
Here are our assumptions.
We start from four (real) Banach spaces
YcXcZ'cZ,

with all the spaces reflexive and separable and the inclusions continuous
and dense. We assume that
(Z') Z' is an interpolation space between Y and Z; thus if U E
B(Y)nB(Z), then U EB(Z')with IIUllz'~c max {IIUlly, IIUllz};
B(Y) denotes bounded operators on Y.
Let N(Z) be the set of all norms in Z equivalent to the given one II liz.
Then N(Z) is a metric space with the distance function
d(11 111£, II II,,) = log max {sup IlzIUllzll", sup Ilzll,,/llzlll£}'
O"'zeZ

We now introduce four functions, A, N, S, and/ on [0, T] x W, where
T > 0 and W is an open set in Y, with the following properties:
For all t, t', ... , E [0, T] for all w, w', ... E W, there is a real number
(3 and there are positive numbers AN, f.LN,' .. such that the following
conditions hold.
(N) N(t, w)EN(Z), with
d(N(t, w), 1IIIz)~AN'
d(N(t', w'), N(t, w) ~ f.LN(lt' - tl + Ilw' - wllx).
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(S) S(t, w) is an isomorphism of Y onto Z, with
IIS(t, w)lly,z :S;;A s , IIS(t, w)-lllz,y :S;;A~,
IIS(t', w')-S(t, w)lly,z:S;; tLs(lt'- tl +llw'- wllx).
(AI) A(t, W)E G(ZN(t,w), 1, P), where ZN(t.w) denotes the Banach
space Z with norm N(t, w). This means that A(t, w) is a C ogenerator in Z such that IleTA(t,w)zll:s;; e(3Tllzll for all T;;' and
z EZ.
1
(A2) S(t, w)A(t, w)S(t, wr =A(t, w)+B(t, w), where
B(t, w)EB(Z), IIB(t, w)llz :s;;A B.
(A3) A(t, w)EB(Y,X), with IIA(t, w)lly,x:S;;AA and
IIA(t, w')-A(t, w)lly,z':S;;tLAllw'-wllz'
and with t ~ A (t, w) E B (Y, Z) continuous in norm.
(fl) f(t, W)E Y, III(t, w)lly:S;;A" III(t, w')-f(t, w)llz,:S;;tL,llw'-wllz,
and t ~ f(t, w) E Z is continuous.

°

Remarks. (i) If N(t, w)=const=llllz, condition (N) is redundant. If
S(t, w) = const = S, condition (S) is trivial. If both are assumed, and
X = Z' = Z, we have the case of Kato (1975b).
(ii) In most applications we can choose Z' = Z and/or Z' = X.
(iii) The paper of Hughes, Kato and Marsden (1977) had an additional
condition (A4) which was then shown to be redundant in Kato (1977).

Theorem 4.16

Let (Z'), (N), (S), (AI) to (A3), and (fl) be satisfied. Then there are
positive constants p' and T':s;; T such that if cfJ E Y with IlcfJ - yoll y:S;; p',
then (4.5) has a unique solution u on [0, T'] with
U E

C\[O, T']; W)n C1([0, T']; X).

Here p' depends only on AN, As, As, and R = dist (Yo, Y\ W), while T'
may depend on all the constants p, AN, tLN, ... and R. When cfJ varies in
Y subject to IlcfJ - Yolly :S;;p', the map cfJ ~ u(t) is Lipschitz continuous in
the Z'-norm, uniformly in tE [0, T'l.
To establish well-posedness, we have to strengthen some of the
assumptions. We assume the following conditions:
(B) IIB(t, w')- B(t, w)llz:S;; tLBllw' - wily.
(f2) III(t, w')- f(t, w )11 Y:s;; tL'rllw' - wily.
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Theorem 4.17
Let (Z'), (N), (S), (A1) to (A3), (B), (fl), and (f2) be satisfied, where
S(t, w) is assumed to be independent of w. Then there is a positive constant
T" os; T' such that when 4> varies in Y subject to 114> - Yolly os; p', the map
4> ~ u (t) given by theorem 4.16 is continuous in the Y -norm, uniformly in
t E [0, T"].

Remark. As In Kato (1975b), one can prove a similar continuity
theorem when not only the initial value 4> but also the functions N, A,
and f are varied, i.e., the solution is 'stable' when the equations themselves are varied. It appears, on the other hand, that the variation of S is
rather difficult to handle.
The theorem thus guarantees the existence of (locally defined) maps
F t•s :

Y~

Y

which are continuous in all variables. We have
F s•s

=

Id

F t•s Fs.r = Ft•r
0

as in the linear case. We speak of F t•s as the evolution operators generated
by the equation (4.5). The general notion of evolution operators for (4.4)
is defined in an analogous manner.
The idea behind the proof of theorem 4.17 is to fix a curve v (t),
v(O)=4> in Y and to let u(t) be the solution of the 'frozen coefficient
problem'

u =A(t,v)u+f(t, v),

u(O)=4>

which is guaranteed by theorem 4.13. This defines a map <1>: v ~ u and
we look for a fixed point of <1>. In a suitable function space and for T'
sufficiently small, <I> is in fact a contraction, so has a unique fixed point.
However, it is not so simple to prove that u depends continuously on
4> and detailed estimates from the linear theory are needed. The proof
more or less has to be delicate sinc~ the dependence on 4> is not locally
Lipschitz in general. For details of these proofs, we refer to Kato
(1975b, 1977) and Hughes, Kato and Marsden (1977).
The continuous dependence of the solution on 4> leads us naturally to
investigate if it is smooth in any sense. This is important for studying the
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relationship between nonlinear theories and their linearization. The
following results are taken from some unpublished notes of Dorroh and
Marsden.
First, we give the notion of differentiability appropriate for the
generator G of (4.4). Let X and Y be Banach spaces with Y c X
continuously and densely included. Let U c Y be open and f: U ~ X be
a given mapping. We say f is a-differentiable if for each x E U there is a
bounded linear operator Df(x): Y ~ X such that

IIf(x + h)- f(x)- Df(x) . hllx
Ilhllx
~O
as IlhIIY~O. If f is a-differentiable and x~Df(x)EB(Y,X) is norm
continuous, we call f C 1 a-differentiable. Notice that this is stronger than
C 1 in the Frechet sense. If f is a-differentiable and
Ilf(x + h)- f(x)- Df(x) . hI/xiI/hI/x

is uniformly bounded for x and x + h in some T neighborhood of each
point, we say that f is locally uniformly a-differentiable.
Most concrete examples can be checked using the following proposition.
Proposition 4.18

Suppose f: U c Y ~ X is of class C 2, and locally in the Y topology

is bounded. Then f is locally uniformly C l a-differentiable.

This follows easily from the identity
f(x

+ h)- f(x)- Df(x)· h =

rr

D2f(x +sth)(h, h) ds dt.

Next, we turn to the appropriate notion for the evolution operators.
A map g: U c Y ~ X is called f3 -differentiable if it is a -differentiable
and Dg(x), for each x E U, extends to a bounded operator X to X.
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~-differentiable

maps obey a chain rule. For example, if gl: Y ~ Y,
g2: Y ~ Y and each is ~ -differentiable (as maps of Y to X) and are
continuous from Y to Y, then g2 ~ gl is ~-differentiable with, of course,

The proof of this fact is routine. In particular, one can apply the chain
rule to Ft.s Fs.r = Ft.r if each Ft.s is ~ -differentiable. Differentiating this
in s at s = r gives the backwards equation for x E Y:
0

a
as .

-F~s(x)=

-DFt.s(x)· G(x).

Then differentiation in r at r = s gives

DFt.s(x)· G(x)= G[Ft.s(x)],
the flow invariance of the generator.
We leave it to the reader to supply rigorous proofs of these claims
following the hint from the linear case.
For the following theorem we assume these hypotheses: Y c X is
continuously and densely included and F t•s is a continuous evolution
system on an open subset Dey and the X -infinitesimal generator G(t)
of F t•s has domaint D. Also, we assume:
(HI) G(t): DeY ~ X is locally uniformly C 1 a-differentiable. Its
derivative is denoted DxG(t, x) and is assumed strongly
continuous in t.
(H 2 ) For xED, s;;. 0, let T x.s be the lifetime of x beyond s, i.e.,
sup {t;;. sIF~s(x) is defined}. Assume there is a strongly
continuous linear evolution system {U x •s (T, u): 0 ~ u ~ T ~ Tx •s }
in X whose X -infinitesimal generator is an extension of
{DxG(t, Ft.sx)E B(Y, X); O~ t~ Tx.s}; i.e., if y E Y,

- ; UX.S(T, u)'

aT

yl T=O = DxG(T, FT.s(x» . y.

Theorem 4.19 (J. R. Dorroh)

Under the hypotheses above, Ft•s is ~ -differerttiable at x and in fact,

t As in the linear case, GCt) may have an extension to a larger domain, but we are only
interested in GCt) on D here.
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Proof. Define CPt(x, y) = cp(t, x, y) by
G(t, x)- G(t, y) = DxG(t, y). (x - y)+/Ix - y/lxcplx, y)

(or zero if x = y) and notice that by local uniformity, IIcp(t, x, y)lIx is
uniformly bounded if x and yare Y -close. By joint continuity of F t•s (x),
for 0 < t < Tx .., Ilcp(t, Ft.sY, Ft.sx )llx is bounded for 0 ~ s ~ T if Ilx - ylly is
sufficiently small.
By construction, we have the equation

Let
wet, s) = Ft.s(Y)- Ft.s(x)

so that
aw(t, s)
at = G(t, Ft.s(Y» - G(t, Ft.s(x»
= DxG(t, Ft.s(x »w(t, s)+ Ilw(t, s )llxcp(t, Ft.sY, Ft.sx).

Since DxG(t, Ft.sx)· wet, s) is continuous in t, s with values in X, and
writing U = Ux •x we have the backwards differential equation:
a
aw(u, s)
-U(t, u)w(u, s)= U(t, 0')
au
au

U(t, u)DxG(u,Fu.s(x»· w(u, s)

'1Iw(u, s)llxcp(u, Fu.s(y), Fu.s(x».
Hence, integrating from 0' = s to 0' = t,
= U(t, 0')

wet, s) = U(t, s)(y - x)+

r

U(t, u)lIw(u, s)lIxcp(u, Fu,s(y), Fu,.(x» dO'.

Let II U( 7, 0' )llx,x ~ M, and Ilcp[ 0', Fu,s(y), Fu,s(x )]llx ~ M 2 , 0 ~ S ~ 0' ~ 7
~ T. Thus, by Gronwall's inequality,
IIw(t, s)llx ~Ml e

M1M2

Tlly -xlix

=M311y -xlix.

In other words,
II F ,.s(y)-F"s(x)-U(t,s)(y-x)llx"'::MM
~
1
3

Ily-xllx

f'll {

F ( ) F (),\ d
s cp\u, u.s y, u.s X 'JX u.

From the bounded convergence theorem, we conclude that F,.s is (3differentiable at x and DFt.s(x) = U(t, s). (cp(t, F,.s(y), Ft.s(x» is strongly
•
measurable in s since cp(x, y) is continuous for x,e y.)
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This completes our description of the abstract nonlinear theory. Next,
we state how the nonlinear existence and uniqueness theorem applies to
quasi-linear equations of types (4.2) and (4.3).
First, we consider the first-order case:

au

au

m

ao(t,x,u)-= I aj(t,x,u)-j+a(t,x,u).
ax
at j=1

(4.6)

We assume
(i) s >tm + 1 and a", a are of class C + in the variables t, x, u
(possibly locally defined in u);
(ii) the linear conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of theorem 4.14 hold locally
uniformly in u.
s

1

Theorem 4.20

Under these conditions, theorems 4.16,4.17 and 4.19 holdfor (4.6), i.e.,
m
(4.6) generates a unique local evolution system Ft,s in X = Hs-I(lR ) with
m
m
Y=Hs(lR ) and Z=Z'=L\lR ); Ft,s maps Yto Ycontinuously and,
for t, s fixed, is {3 -differentiable as a map of Y to X.

The full details of the proof require a lengthy discussion of Sobolev
space estimates to verify the hypotheses, but it is relatively straightforward. See Kato (1975a, b) for details. We note that one may also
choose X = Z = Z' = L 2(lR m ), Y = HS(lR m ), but the choices in theorem
4.20 are appropriate for theorem 4.19. Again, length and their technical
nature preclude giving details of how theorem 4.19 applies to (4.6). It is
again a semi-routine Sobolev space exercise.
For the second-order case, we proceed as follows. Consider

a2 u

a2 u

m

aoo(t, s, u, VU)-2 = I aij(t, x, u, Vu)-,-.- j
at
i,j= I
ax ax
m
a2 u
+2 I aOi(t,x,U,VU)--i+a(t,x,u,Vu).
j=1
at ax

(4.7)

Here
Vu

= (aul , . . . , a~, au).
ax

ax

at

We assume
(i) a,,{3, a are of class C s +1 in all variables (possibly locally defined in
u);
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(ii) the linear conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) of theorem 4.15 hold locally
uniformly in u.
Theorem 4.21
(i) If s >~m

+ 1, theorems 4.16,4.17 and 4.19 hold for (4.7) with
X = HS({Rm)xHs-l({Rm),

Z =Z' = Hl({Rm)xHO({Rm),

Y

=

HS+\{Rm)xHs({Rm),

i.e., (4.7) generates a unique local evolution system FI,s: Y ~ Y which is
continuous and for fixed t, s is (3 -differentiable from Y to X.
(ii) If aaf3 do not depend on 'ilu, then the same conclusions hold with
s>~m.

For details of the proof, see Hughes, Kato and Marsden (1977).
As we shall see in the next section, case (ii) is the case relevant for
general relativity. Note that if m = 3, solutions (u, u) will lie in Y =
H'xH,-l where r>2.5. For example, in this case, (4.7) gives a wellposed problem for u in H3. (Notice that u is only C 1 in this case and
2
need not be C .) For hyperbolic systems, theorems 4.20 and 4.21 are
the sharpest known results, although these problems have been considered by a large number of authors,t such as Choquet-Bruhat (1952,
1962), Courant-Hilbert (1962), Dionne (1962), Frankl (1937),
Krzyzanski and Schauder (1934), Leray (1953), Lichnerowicz (1967),
Lions (1969), Petrovskii (1937), Schauder (1935), and Sobolev (1939).

4.4 The Cauchy problem for relativity
We shall begin with the vacuum problem and then go on to consider
gravity coupled to other fields. We begin by reviewing the classic work
of Lichnerowicz (1944) and Choquet-Bruhat (1952) and the introduction of harmonic coordinates. We shall be brief since this is
described in Choquet-Bruhat (1962) and in Hawking and Ellis (1973).
Our main result is that for H S spacetimes with s > 2.5, there is a
satisfactory existence theorem 4.23 and uniqueness theorem 4.27 for
t For relativity, some partial results in H3 were indicated by Hawking and Ellis (1973, p.
251).
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the Cauchy problem. These results are the sharpest presently known for
the Cauchy problem.
We work on /R 4 for simplicity and because of the hyperbolicity, with·
no essential loss of generality. For empty space relativity, one searches
for a Lorentz metric g"At, Xi) whose Ricci curvature R",p is zero; i.e.,
g",p(t, Xi) must satisfy the system

=0,
where H",p(g",v, ag",p/axO'.) is a rational combination of g",p and ag",p/axO'.
with denominator det g",p ¥ 0. Note that the contravariant tensor g"'p is a
rational combination of the g",p with denominator det g",p ¥ 0.
Let G",p = R",p -ig",,,R b~ the Einstein tensor, where R = gO'.(3 RO'.(3 is
the scalar curvature. Then, as is well known, GO", contains only firstorder time derivatives of gILl"~ Thus GO ",(0, Xi) can be computed from the
Cauchy data g",p(O, Xi) and ag",p(O, xi)/at alone, and therefore
GO", (0, Xi) = is a necessary condition on the Cauchy data in order that
a spacetime g",p(t, Xi) have the given Cauchy data and satisfy G",p = 0,
which is equivalent to R",p = 0.
The existence part of the Cauchy problem for the system R",p = is as
follows.
Let (g",p(x i), k",p(X i» be Cauchy data of class (HS(O), H S- 1 (0», s;;. 3,

°

°

no

such that 6 0 ",(Xi) = 0. Let 0 0 be a proper subdomain,
cO. Find an
e > and a spacetime g",,,(t, Xi), It! < e, (Xi)E Ooc 0 such that
(i) g",,,(t, Xi) is H Sjointly in (t, Xi)E (-e, e)X 0 0;
(ii) (g",,,(O, x\ ag",,,(O, xi)/at) = (g",,,(x i ), k",,,(X i »;
(iii) g",,,(t, Xi) has zero Ricci curvature.

°

°

The system R",,, = is a quasi-linear system of ten second-order
partial differential equations for which the highest-order terms involve
mixing of the components of the system. As it stands, there are no
known theorems about partial differential equations which can be
applied to resolve the Cauchy problem. However, as was first noted by
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Lanczos (1922) (and in fact by Einstein himself (1916b) for th~
linearized equations) the Ricci tensor simplifies considerably in
harmonic coordinates, i.e., in a coordinate system for which the
contracted Cristoffel symbols vanish, fl£ = ga(:lf~(:I = O. In fact, an algebraic computation shows that

so that in a coordinate system for which
1

(h)

RI£" = R 1£" = --g
2

fl£

= 0,

2

a(:l

a gl£"
a
(:I + HI£".
ax ax

The operator -tg a(:l(a 2/ax a ax(:l) operates the same way on each
component of the system gl£" so that there is no mixing in the highestorder derivatives. Thus the normalized system R~2 = 0 is considerably
simpler than the full system. In fact, the system R~2 = 0 has only simple
characteristics so that R ~~ = 0 is a strictly hyperbolic system.
The importance of the use of harmonic coordinates and of the system
R~~ = 0 is based on the fact that it is sufficient to solve the Cauchy
problem for R~~ = 0; thIs remarkable fact, discovered by ChoquetBruhat (1952), is based on the observation that the condition tl£(Xi)=
ga(:l (x i)t::(:I(X i) = 0 is propagated off the hypersurface t = 0 for solutions
gl£" of R~2 = O. This is established in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.22
1
Let (gl£,,(x i ), kl£,,(x i» be of Sobolev class (H S , H S - ) on 0, s >tn + 1,
i
n = 3, and suppose that (gl£,,(x\ kl£,,(X » satisfies
(i) tl£(Xi) = 0,
(ii) G~(Xi)= o.
If gl£,,(t, x), It I< e, x E 0 0 , 0 0 a proper subdomain, flo cO, is an H S _
solution of
(h) 1 a(:l(a2 gl£" /a x a ax (:I) + H 1£" -- 0 ,
R 1£"
- -2g
i
(gl£"(O, x), agl£"(O' x)/ at) = (gl£,,(x i ), kl£,,(x »,

then fl£(t, Xi)= 0 for It I< e, x

E

0 0•

Proof. Let gl£,,(t, Xi) satisfy (i), (ii), and R~~ = O. Then a straightforward
computation shows that fl£(t, Xi)= ga(:l(t, xi)f::(:I(t, Xi) satisfies
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°

aP"(o, Xi)/at = 0. From GI"V;v = and R~2 = 0, fl" is shown to satisfy the
system of linear equations
a
a(3 ifI"
A(3I"(
I"V agl"v)af
g ax a ax (3 + a gl"v, g 'ax A ax(3 = 0.
This linear system is of the form (4.3) for which a uniqueness and
existence theorem holds. Thus, by theorem 4.15, fl"(O, Xi)= and
afl"(O, xi)/at = imply fl"(t, Xi)= 0.
•
S
According to the lemma, an H -solution of R ~2 = with prescribed
Cauchy data is also a solution of. Rl"v = 0 (since fl"(t, x) =
R~2 =
Rl"v), provided that the Cauchy data satisfies (i) ['I" = 0 and (ii) GO I" = O.
As mentioned above, (ii) is a necessary condition on the Cauchy data for
a solution gl"v(t, x) to satisfy Rl"v = O. If (i) is not satisfied, then a set of
Cauchy data can be found whose evolution under R~2 = 0 leads to an
H S -spacetime which, by an HS+I-coordinate transformation, gives rise
to a spacetime with the original Cauchy data (see theorem 4.26 below and
Fischer and Marsden, 1972b).
From theorem 4.21 we conclude that Cauchy data of class (H S , H S - I )
has an H -time evolution for s > 2.5 and Cauchy stability holds.
We can also prove this result by reducing the strictly hyperbolic
system R~2 = to a qu~si-linear symmetric hyperbolic first-order
system. This will be outlined below.

°

°

°

o=>

S

°

Theorem 4.23

Let 0 be an open bounded domain in 1Il 3 with 0 0 a proper subdomain,
DoeO, and let (.gl"v(X),kl"v(X», (Xi)EO, O";;;JL, p,,;;;3, 1,,;;;i,,;;;3, be of
Sobolev class (H H s - I ), s> 2.5:Suppose that tl"(Xi)= 0 and GO I"(x) =
o. Then there exists an e > 0 and a unique Lorentz metric gl"v(t, x), It I< e,
(Xi)E 0 0 such that
(i) gl"v(t, Xi) is jointly of class H S ;
(ii) R~2(t, Xi)= 0;
(iii) (gl"v(O, Xi), agl"v(O, xi)/at) = (gI"V(x\ kl"v(x i».
From lemma 4.22, this gl"v(t, Xi) also satisfies Rl"v(t, Xi)= O. Moreover,
gl"v(t, Xi) depends continuously on (gl"v(x i ), kl"v(x i» in the (H S , H S - I )
topology. If (il"v(x i ), kl"v(x i» is of class (COO, COO) on 0, then gl"v(t, Xi) is
COO for all t for which the solution exists.
S

,

See below for a discussion of solutions on all of 1Il 3 with spatial
asymptotic conditions.
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We have already indicated how this follows directly from theorem
4.21 and lemma 4.22. To give another proof using theorem 4.20, we
reduc~ the system R~2 = 0 to a first-order system by introducing the ten
new unknowns kj,tv = agj,tv/at and the thirty new unknowns gj,tv,i =
agj,tv/axi and considering the quasi-linear first-order system of fifty
equations:
agj,tj at = kj,tv,
g

ij(agj,tV,i) _ ij akj,tv
at - g ax i '

(4.8)

ooakj,tv _
OJ akj,tv
ij agj,tv,i
-g - - - 2g --j + g --j--2Hj,tv(gj,tv, gj,tvi, kj,tv).
at
ax
ax
'

We are considering Hj,tv as a polynomial in gj,tv,i and kj,tv, and rational in
gj,tv with denominator det gj,tv oj:. O. At first, we extend our initial data to
all of fR3, say, to equal the Minkowski metric outside a compact set, and
consider the system (4.8) on fR3. Note that the Cauchy data need not
satisfy the constraints GO j,t = 0 during the transition.
The matrix gij has inverse gjk - (gjogkO/ goo), i.e., gij[gjk (gjOgkO/ goo)] = 8L so that the second set of thirty equations can be
inverted to give
(4.9)
agj,tv.J at = akj,tv/ ax i.
For gj,tv of class C

2

,

(4.9) implies

so that the system (4.8) is equivalent to R~2 = O.
Let

be a fifty-component column vector, where gj,tv,i is listed as

gOO.3
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Let 010 = 10 x 10 zero matrix, [10 = 10 x 10 identity matrix, and let
A o( u) = A o(giL'" gILl"~ k/-Lv) and Ai (g/-LV, gILl',;, k/-Lv) be the 50 x 50 matrices
given by
[10

010
A o(g/-LV, gILl',;, k/-Lv)

=

10

0
010
0

Ai (g/-LV, g/-Lv,io k/-Lv)

and let

=

B(g/-Lv, g/-LI',;, kILl')

10

0 10
10
0
0 10
0 10
010

0

10

gl1[10

0

10

0

10

g12[10

g13[10

g12 [10

g22[10

g23 [10

g13 [10

g23[10

010

0

10

0 10
10
0
010
0

10

gli[10

0

10

0 10
10
0
0 10
0 10
g2i[10

0

10

010
010
010
010
_gOO[10

010

010

10

gil [10

0
OlD

gi2 [10

10

gi3 [10

0

g3i[10

2giO[10

be the fifty-component column vector given by

.
(
B(g/-Lv, g/-LV.;, k/-Lv) =

k/-LV
30

0

)

- 2H/-L.,(glLv, gILl',;, kILl')

where 0 30 is the thirty-component zero column vector.
Note that A o(u) and Ai(u) are symmetric, and that A o(u) is positivedefinite if gILl' has Lorentz signature. A direct verification shows that the
first-order quasi-linear symmetric hyperbolic system
A o(u)(aujat) = Ai (u )(aujax i )+ B(u)

is just the system (4.8). From theorem 4.20 we conclude that for Cauchy
data

of Sob ole v class H s -

1

, S

-1 > tn + 1, there exists an e > 0 and a solution
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I
of class H s - . By Sobolev's lemma, u(t, Xi) is also of class C 2, and so, by
the second set of eq\iations of (4.5), glLv,i = aglLv / ax i. Since (glLv,i, kILl') =
i
(aglLv/ax , aglLv/at) is of class H S - \ glLv(t, Xi) is in fact of class H S • The
continuous dependence of the solutions on the initial data follows from
the general theory.
To recover the result for the domain n from the result for fR n, we can
use the standard domain of dependence arguments; see Courant and
Hilbert (1962).
Since n is bounded, (gILl" kILl') of class COO implies that the solution is
in the intersection of all the Sobolev spaces and hence is Coo; again, we
are using the general regularity result about symmetric hyperbolic
systems.
From lemma 4.22, the glLv(t, Xi) so found satisfy the field equations
RILl' = O.
While the second-order approach gives s > 2.5, e.g., s = 3 (see
theorem 4.2 1(ii)) the first-order approach as it stands only gives s > 3.5,
e.g., s = 4. It can be refined, but it requires a knowledge of the special
structure of the equations and ellipticity. For these reasons, the secondorder methods seem more attractive.
For the case of asymptotic conditions, some care must be exercised.
Spacetimes which are :;patially like I/r will not be of class H Fix a
background spacetime g!(3 with prescribed fall-off to the Minkowski
metric at 00. For example, a specified mass will determine the coefficient
of l/r; g!(3 could be a Schwarzschild-type solution with the singularity
at r = 0 smoothed out.
We let our variables be U a(3 = ga(3 - g!(3 and solve for ua(3. Although
ga(3 will not be in H itself, ua(3 will be.
Assume the following conditions on g!(3:
S

•

S

and

(4.10)
b

a:xa~ E H

S

(fR 3 , fR),

O~ a, {3 ~ 3,

1 ~ i ~ 3.

In the variables U a(3, the equations (4.8) are of the form (4.7).
The coefficients of the second-order terms do not involve derivatives
of u, so only s > 1n is required.
Let us write H~t3 for the space of ga(3 such that ga(3 - g!(3 E H
topologized accordingly. Then theorem 4.21 yields:
S

,
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Theorem 4.24
Let (4.10) hold. Then, for s> 1.5 and initial data in a ball about
(g!/3' g!/3) in H~!~ X H~!f.", (4.8) have a unique solution in the same space
for a time interval [0, T'], T' > O. The solution depends continuously on
the initial data in this space (i.e., it is well posed or 'Cauchy stable') and
smoothly in the sense of theorem 4.19.

Thus, -with the asymptotic conditions subtracted off, H3 x H2 initial
data generates a piece of H3 spacetime in a way which depends
continuously on the initial data. If T' is allowed to be large, the Lorentz
character of ga/3 could be lost or a singularity could develop.
A by-product of the proof is regularity; i.e., if existence holds in
H s +1 x H S on [0, T'] and the initial data is smoother, then so is the
solution on the same interval [0, T']. Thus COO initial data gives COO
solutions.
An interesting problem is to determine whether or not the spacetime
generated by initial data satisfying (4.10) is large enough to include
asymptotic boosts. An examination of the proofs shows that the time of
existence increases at least logarithmically at spatial infinity, so the proofs
as they stand do not seem tq give an affirmative answer.
We now show that any two H -spacetimes, s > 2.5, which are Ricci
flat and which have the same Cauchy data are related by an H s +1_
coordinate transformation. The key idea is t'J show that any H S _
spacetime when expressed in harmonic coordinates is also of class H S •
This in turn is based on an old result of Sobolev (1963); namely, that
solutions to the wave equation with (H S , H S - I ) coefficients preserve
(Hs+t, H S ) Cauchy data, a result implied by theorem 4.15. We can give
an alternative proof of this result using the well-known result that any
single second-order hyperbolic equation can be reduced to a system of
symmetric hyperbolic equations (see Fischer and Marsden, 1972b). The
result follows:
S

Lemma 4.25
1

Let s > 2.5 and (1/10 (x ), ~o(x)) be of Sobolev class (H s + , H
there exists a unique I/I(t, x) of class H s + 1 that satisfies
gl-'V(t,x)(

:21/1 v)+bl-'(t,x)(

ax ax

( 1/1(0, x),

al/l(O,
at

S
)

on

fR3.

a~)+C(t,x)I/I=O

ax

X») == (I/Io(x), I/Io(x»)
. ,
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where gILV (t, x) is a Lorentz metric of class H S , bIL(t, x) is a vector field of
I
class H S - \ and c(t, x) is of class H s - .
.
S

We can now prove that when one transforms an H -spacetime to
harmonic coordinates, it stays H
S

•

Theorem 4.26
Let gILv(t, x) be an H S -spacetime, s > 2.S. Then. there exists· an H
A
coordinate transformation i (x IL) such that

is an H S -spacetime with I'lL (t, i) =

s

+

I

_

ga(3 I'~(3( t, i) = 0.

Proof. To find i A (x lL ) consider the wave equation

o '" =

- g a(3(

2

lL
aa "')
(3 + g a(3ra(3 ( a",) =
-IL

aX ax

ax

0,

and let t (t, x) be the unique solution of the wave equation with Cauchy
data t(O, x) = 0, at (0, x)/ at = 1, and let ii (t, x) be the unique solution of
the wave equation with Cauchy data

.

. a:e

i'(O, x)= x',

-(0, x)= O.
at

For glL v of class HS, r lL is of class H S - \ so (t,x) and i(t, x) are
HS+I-functions and in fact by the inverse function theorem for H
functions (Ebin, 1970), (£(t, x), i(t, x) is an H s + I diffeomorphism in a
neighborhood of t = O.
Since 0 ilL(t, x) = is an invariant equation,
S

_

°

in the barred coordinate system, so ilL is a system of harmonic co•
ordinates.
Remark. This theorem may be regarded as a special case of the general
theory of harmonic maps (Eells and Sampson, 1964).
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As a simple consequence of lemma 4.25 we have the following
uniqueness result for the Einstein equations:
Theorem 4.27

Let g/.Lv(t, x) and g/.Lv(t, x) be two Einstein flat H S -spacetimes with s > 2.5
and such that (g/.Lv(O, x), ag/.Lv(O, x)/at) = (g/.Lv(O, x), agvv(O, x)/at). Then
g/.Lv(t, x) and g/.Lv(t, x) are related by an H S + 1 -coordinate change in a
neighborhood of t = 0.
Proof. From lemma 4.25 there exist H S+1 -coordinate transformations
y/.L(x"') and r(x"') such that the transformed me tries
(ax'" / ay JL)(ax i3/ ay V)g"'i3 and (ax'"/ ay JL)(ax i3/ ayV)g"'i3
satisfy RY:J ~ O. Since the Cauchy data for g/.LV and g/.LV are equal, the
transformed metrics also have the same Cauchy data. By uniqueness,

Since the composition of HS+I-coordinate changes is also H +\ g"'i3 is
related to g"'i3 by an H + I-coordinate change in a neighbourhood of t = O.
S

S

•

The local existence and uniqueness theorems 4.23 and 4.27 can be
globalized in the same spirit that one studies maximal integral curves for
systems of ordinary differential equations. This leads to the following
theorem of Choquet-Bruhat and Geroch (1969).
Theorem 4.28

Fix a compact manifold M and let (go, 7To) E eg lle n ega = eg (the solutions of
the constraint equations). Then there is a spacetime (V4' (4)gO) and a
spacelike embedding io: M ~ V 4 such that:
(i) Ein«4)go)=O;
(ii) the metric and conjugate momentum induced on Lo = io(M) is
(go, 7To);
(iii) Lo is a Cauchy surface;t
(iv) (V4' (4)gO) is maximal (i.e., cannot be properly and isometrically
embedded in another spacetime with properties (i), (ii), and (iii).
t So that (V4' (4)g) is globally hyperbolic (Hawking and Ellis, 1973, Proposition 6.6.3), and
hence any compact spacelike iJypersurface is Cauchy (Budic, Isenberg, Lindblom and
Yasskin, 1977).
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This spacetime (V4, (4)gO) is unique in the sense that if we have another
(V~, (4)gb) with (i)-(iv) holding, there is a unique diffeomorphism F:
V 4 ..,.. V~ such that
(i) F* (4)gb = (4)go (F is isometric) and

(ii) F

0

io = ib.

The proof is conveniently available in Hawking and Ellis (1973). The
uniqueness of F uses the fact that an isometry is determined by its action
on a frame at a point. The linearized version of this result is needed in
the next section (see Fischer and Marsden, 1978a, for details).
Theorem 4.29
Let (V4, (4)gO) be a vacuum spacetime, i.e., Ein «4)gO) = 0 with a compact
Cauchy surface :lo = io(M) and with induced metric and canonical
momentum (go, 7To)E tfilJ( n tfia. Let (h o, CUo)E S2 x S~ satisfy the linearized
constraint equations, i.e.,

D<I>(go, 7To) . (h o, cuo) =

o.

Then there exists an (4)h o E S2(V4) such that
D Ein «4)gO) . (4)h o = 0
and such that the linearized Cauchy data induced by (4)h o on :lo is
(h o, cuo).
If (4)hb is another such solution, there is a unique vector field (4)X on V 4
such that
(4)h'0-- (4)h 0 +L (4)x (4)g 0
and

(4)

X and its derivative vanish on :lo.

Remarks (a). The linearized Cauchy data is defined in the same manner
as the (g, 7T) are defined. In fact, if (4)g(p) is a curve of Lorentz metrics
tangent to (4)h at (4)go, then
ag(p )1
(h o, cuo) = ( -ap

p=o

,

where (g(p), 7T(p» are the Cauchy data induced ori :lo from (4)g(p).
(b). One can view harmonic coordinates as a technical tool in which to
verify the abstract theory in section 4.3. However, once this is done,
well-posedness follows in any gauge. For example, one can give a
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coordinate-free treatment of hyperbolic systems (see Marsden, Ebin and
Fischer, 1972 p. 247). Furthermore, for numerical calculations, work of
Smarr and others indicates that maximal slices or slices of constant mean
curvature may be more useful than harmonic coordinates.
The abstract theory given in section 4.3 (see theorem 4.16) applies to
fields coupled to gravity as well as to pure gravity. There are several
points to be noted however (cf. Hawking and Ellis, 1963, Section 7.7).
(i) The fields should be minimally coupled to gravity so the hyperbolic character of the equations for the gravitational field is not
destroyed.
(ii) The energy-momentum tensor must be a smooth function (not
necessarily polynomial) of (4)g, (4)cp.
(iii) For fixed (4)g, the (linearized) matter equations should be well
posed. This is needed so that hypothesis (AI) of theorem 4.16 can
be verified. t
The other conditions of theorem 4.16 are of a technical nature, but
cannot be ignored (they sharpen and are needed to verify condition (b),
p. 254, of Hawking and Ellis, 1973). For examples of coupled systems
and existence theory done by direct methods, see Choquet-Bruhat
(1962).
For systems coupled to gravity, the results on uniqueness and global
Cauchy developments given above for the vacuum equations carryover
in routine fashion.
4.5 Linearization stability of the vacuum Einstein equations

Linearization stability concerns the validity of first-order perturbation
theory. The idea is the following. Suppose we have a differentiable
function F and points Xo and Yo such that F(xo) = Yo. A standard
procedure for finding other solutions to the equation F(x) = Yo near Xo is
to solve the linearized equation DF(xo)' h = 0 and assert that x =
xo+ph is, for small p, an approximate solution to F(x}= Yo. Technically,
this assertion may be stated as follows: there exists a curve of exact
solutions x(P) for small p such that F(x(P» = Yo, x(O) = xo, and x'(O) = h.
If this assertion is valid, we say F is linearization stable at Xo. It is easy to
give examples where the assertion is false. For instance, in two diment As noted by Hawking and Ellis (1973), this can be roughly described by saying that 'the
null cones of the matter equations coincide with (as in the Einstein-Maxwell system) or lie
within the null cone of the spacetime metric'.
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°

sions F(Xb X2) = xi + X~ = has no solutions other than (0,0), although
the linearized equation OF(O, 0) . (h, k) = has many solutions. Thus it is
a non-vacuous question whether or not an equation is linearization stable
at some given solution. Intuitively, linearization stability means that
first-order perturbation theory is valid near Xo and there are no spurious
directions of perturbation.
The question of linearization stability is important for relativity. In
the literature it was often assumed that solutions to the linearized
equations do in fact approximate solutions to the exact equations.
However, Brill and Oeser (1973) indicated that for the flat three-torus,
with zero extrinsic curvature, there are solutions to the linearized constraint equations which are not approximated by a curve of exact solutions. They gave a second-order perturbation argument to show that
subject to the condition tr 7T = 0, there are no other nearby solutions to
the constraint equations, except essentially trivial modifications, even
though there are many non-trivial solutions to the linearized equations
(see Fischer and Marsden, 1975a, for a complete proof). It is analogous
to and is proved by techniques similar to the following Isolation Theorem
in geometry (Fischer and Marsden, 197 5b ). t

°

Theorem 4.30

If M is compact and gF is a flat metric on M, then there is a neighborhood
U gp of gF in the space of metrics .;(;f such that any metric g in the
neighborhood U gp with R (g) ~ is flat.

°

The proof amounts to a version of the Morse lemma adapted to
infinite-dimensional spaces with special attention needed because of the
coordinate invariance of the scalar curvature map.
The results on linearization stability are due, independently, to
Choquet-Bruhat and Oeser (1972) for flat space, and Fischer and
Marsden (1973a, 1974, 1975a) for the general case of empty
spacetimes with a compact hypersurface. The methods used are rather
different. O'Murchadha and York (1974a) generalized the ChoquetBruhat ami Oeser method to the case of spacetimes with a compact
hypersurface; see Choquet-Bruhat and York (1979). Results for
Robertson-Walker spacetimes were proved by O'Eath (1975) and results
t This result has recently been globalized by Schoen and Yau as a special case of their
solution to the mass problem in relativity. For example, they prove that on the three-torus,
any metric with R(g)~O is flat.
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for gauge theories coupled to gravity have been obtained by Arms (1977).
The flat space result is:
Theorem 4.31

Near Minkowski space, the Einstein empty space equations Ein {4)g) = 0
are linearization stable.
In this theorem, one must use suitable function spaces with asymptotic conditions and asymptotically flat spacetimes. We will only
consider the compact case in this article; see Choquet-Bruhat, Fischer
and Marsden (1978) for the non-compact case.
We begin by defining linearization stability for the empty space
Einstein equations.
Let Ein {4)gO) = O. An infinitesimal deformation of (4)go is a solution
(4)h E S2(V4) of the linearized equations
D Ein «4)gO) . (4)h

=

O.

The Einstein equations are linearization stable at (4)go (or (4)go is
linearization stable) if for every infinitesimal deformation (4)h of (4)go,
there exists a C 1 curve (4)g(p) of exact solutions to the empty space field
equations (on the same V 4 ),
Ein [(4)g(p)] = 0,
such that (4)g(0) = (4)go and a(4)g(0)/ap = (4)h o.
This definition has to be qualified slightly to be strictly accurate.
Namely, for any compact set Dc V 4, we only require (4)g(p) to be
defined for Ip I< e where e may depend on D. The reason for this is that
(4)g(p) will be developed from a curve of Cauchy data (g(p), 7T(P» and
so (4)g(p) will be uniformly close to (4)go on compact sets for Ipl < e, but
not on all of V 4 in general.
Since we are fixing the hypersurface topology M here, all Cauchy
developments lead topologically to the same spacetime V 4 "" fR x M, so
fixing V 4 is not a serious restriction. Topological perturbations are, of
course, another story.
Using the linearized dynamical Einstein system, linearization stability
of the Einstein equations is equivalent to linearization stability of the
constraint equations, as we shall see below. In fact, linearization stability
of a well-posed hyperbolic system of partial differential equations is
equivalent to linearization stability of any nonlinear constraints present.
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In terms of the linearized map D<I>(g, 7r), we can give necessary and
sufficient conditions for the constraint equations
<I>(g, 7r) = 0

to be linearization stable at (go, 7ro); that is, if (h, w) E S2 X S~ satisfies
the linearized equations
D<I>(go, 7ro) . (h, w) = 0,

then there exists a differentiable curve (g(p), 7r(p»
solutions to the constraint equations
<I>(g(P), 7r(p»

=

E

T* At of exact

0

such that (g(O), 7r(0» = (go, 7ro) and
ag(o), a7r(O») = (h, w).
( ap
ap

The main result follows:
Theorem 4.32

Let <I> = (,re, $): T* At ~ C~ x A~ be defined as in section 4.2 so C(5~ n
C(5/j=<I>-\O). Let (go,7ro)EC(5~n%. The following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) the constraint equations
<I>(g, 7r) = 0
are linearization stable at (go, 7ro);
(ii) D<I>(go, 7ro): S2 x S~ ~ C~ x A~ is surjective;
(iii) [D<I>(go, 7ro)]*: COO x ge ~ S~ X S2 is injective.
Remark. In section 4.2 we listed some sufficient conditions in order for
(ii) to be valid, namely the conditions C~, CIl, and CtrProof of theorem 4.32. In section 4.2 we showed that [D<I>(go, 7ro)]* is
elliptic. Thus, the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is an immediate
consequence of the Fredholm alternative.
(ii) implies (i). The kernel of D<I>(go, 7ro) splits by the Fredholm alternative. Thus the implicit function theorem implies that near (go,7ro),
<1>-1(0) is a smooth manifold. Here one must use the Sobolev spaces and
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pass to COO by a regularity argument, as in Fischer and Marsden
(1975b). Since any tangent vector to a smooth manifold is tangent to a
curve in the manifold, (i) results.
(i) implies (iii). This is less elementary and will just be sketched.
Assume (i) and that [D<I>(go, 7To)]* . (N, X) = 0, but (N, X) oF- O. We will
derive a contradiction by showing that there is a necessary second-order
condition on first-order deformations (h, w) that must be satisfied in
order for the deformation to be tangent to a curve of exact solutions to
the constraints. Thus, let (h, w) be a solution to the linearized equations,
and let (g(p), 7T(P» be a curve of exact solutions of
<I>(g(P ), 7T(P » = 0

(4.11)

through (go, 7To) and tangent to (h, w). Differentiating (4.11) twice and
evaluating at p = 0 gives
2

D<I>(go, 7To) . (g"(O), 7T"(0» + D <I>(go, 7To) . «h, w), h, w»

=0

(4.12)

where
g"(O) = a2g~0)

ap

and

7T"(0) = a27T~0).

ap

Contracting (4.12) with (N, X) and integrating over M, the first term of
(4.12) gives

f

«N, X), D<I>(go, 7To) . (g"(O), 7T"(0»)

=

f

([D<I>(go, 7TO)]* . (N, X), (g"(O), 7T"(0») = 0,

since (N, X) E ker [D(go, 7To)]*.
Thus the first term of (4.12) drops out, leaving the necessary condition

f

2

«N, X), D <I>(go, 7To) . «h, w), (h, w ») = 0,

(4.13)

which must hold for all (h, w) E ker D<I>(go, 7To). An argument like that in
Bourguignon, Ebin and Marsden (1975) can be used to show that (4.13)
is a non-trivial condition (see Arms and Marsden, 1979, and Fischer,
Marsden and Moncrief, 1978).
•
The procedure for finding a second-order condition when linearization stability fails is quite general. See Fischer and Marsden (197 Sa, b)
for other applications.
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From the linearization stability of the constraint equations, we can
deduce linearization stability of the spacetime, and vice versa, as
follows.
Theorem 4.33
Let (V4, (4}gO) be a vacuum spacetime which is the maximal development
of Cauchy data (go, 1To) on a compact hypersurface ~o = io(M).
Then the Einstein equations on V 4,

Ein«4}g)=0,
are linearization stable at (4}go if and only if the constraint equations

<I>(g, 1T) = 0
are linearization stable at (go, 1To).
In particular, if conditions C:1{, C Il, and C tr hold for (go, 1To), then the
Einstein equations are linearization stable.

Proof. Assume first that the constraint equations are linearization
stable. Let (4}h o be a solution to the linearized equations at (4}go and let
(ho, wo) be the induced deformation of (g, 1T) on ~o. Now (h o, wo)
satisfies the linearized constraint equations. By assumption, there is a
curve (g(p), 1T(P» E C(i:1{ (\ C(ill tangent to (h o, wo) at (go, 1To).
By the existence theory for the Cauchy problem, there is a curve
(4}g(p) of maximal solutions on V 4 6" fR x M of Ein «4}g(p» = 0 and with
Cauchy data (g(p), 1T(p By theorems 4.19 and 4.24 (4}g(p) will be, for a
given choice of lapse and shift, a smooth function of p in the sense of
theorem 4.19 or in the usual COO sense. As earlier, for any compact set
Dc V 4 and e > 0, there is a 8> such that (4}g(p) is within e of (4}go
(using any standard topology) on D.
Using the uniqueness results for the linearized and full Einstein
system, one can transform the curve (4}g(p) by diffeomorphisms so that
(4}h o is its tangent at p = O. See Fischer and Marsden (1978a) for
~ili.
•
Moncrief (1975a) has proved that for (g, 1T)E C(i:1{n C(ill, the map
[D<I>(g, 1T )]* is injective if and only if a spacetime (4}g generated by (g, 1T)
has no (non-trivial) Killing vector fields (4}y (i.e., L(4}y (4}g = 0 implies
(4}y = 0); together with theorems 4.32 and 4.33, Moncrief's result then
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a spacetime with compact
Cauchy spacelike hypersurfaces to be linearization stable.

».

°
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Moncrief's result still does not give necessary and sufficient conditions
for [D<I>(g, "IT )]* to be injective in terms of the (g, "IT) (the conditions C:1(,
Cli. and €tr are sufficient but not necessary), but bypasses the condition'
tr "IT' = constant, apparently rendering it much less important.
Theorem 4.34 (Moncrief, 1975a)
Let (4)g be a solution to the empty space field equations Ein «4)g) = O. Let
l:.o = io(M) be a compact Cauchy hypersurface with induced metric go and
canonical momentum "ITo. Then ker [D<I>(go, "ITo)]* (a finite-dimensional
vector space) is isomorphic to the space of Killing vector fields of (4) g. In
fact,
(Y.b YiI)E ker [D<I>(go, "ITo)]*
if and only if there exists a Killing vector field (4)Yof (4)g whose normal
and tangential components to l:.o are Y.L and YII.

See ColI (1977) and Fischer and Marsden (1978a) for alternative
proofs to the one given by Moncrief.
As an important corollary of this result, we observe that the condition
ker [D<I>(go, "ITo)]* = {O} is hypersurface independent (since it is equivalent
to the absence of Killing vector fields, which is hypersurface independent). The condition is also obviously unchanged if we pass to an
isometric spacetime.
Putting all this together yields the main linearization stability
theorem.
Theorem 4.35
Let (4)go be a solution of the vacuum field equations Ein «4)go) = O.
Assume that the spacetime (V4, (4)gO) has a compact Cauchy surface l:.o.
Then the Einstein equations on V 4

are linearization stable at (4)go if and only if (4)go has no Killing vector
fields.

We conclude this section by briefly examining the case in which (4)go is
not linearization stable. The goal is to find necessary and sufficient
conditions on a solution (4)h of the linearized equations so that (4)h is
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tangent to a curve of exact solutions through (4)gO. The necessary conditions will be derived; for sufficiency, see Fischer, Marsden and Moncrief
(1978).
In theorem 4.32 we showed that if (4)h is tangent to a curve of exact
solutions and (N, X) E ker [DcI>(go, ?To)]*, then

t

2
«N, X), D cI>(go, ?To) • «h, w ), (h, w ») = o.

Following Moncrief (1976), we can re-express this second-order
condition in terms of the spacetime, just as the condition
ker DcI>(go, ?To) = {O} was so re-expressed. See Fischer and Marsden
(1978a) and Fischer, Marsden and Moncrief (1978) for alternative
proofs.
Theorem 4.36 (Moncrief, 1976).
Let Ein «4)gO) = 0, and let (4)h

E

S2(V4) satisfy the linearized equations

D Ein «4)gO)' (4)h

=

O.

Let (4)y be a Killing vector field of (4)go (so that (4)go is linearization
unstable). Let ~o be a compact Cauchy hypersurface and let (Y.L, Yjl) be
the normal and tangential components of (4)y on ~o. Then a necessary
second-order condition for (4)h to be tangent to a curve of exact solutions is

r

J~o

(D2 Ein «4)gO)' «4)h, (4)h),

=

t

«4)y~o' (4)Z~o» dlL(go)

2

(4.14)

«Y.L, Yjl), D cI>(go, ?To)' «h, w), (h, w») = O.

If Ein «4)gO) = 0 = D Ein «4)gO) . (4)h o, then D2 Ein «4)gO) . «4)h, (4)h)
has zero divergence (Taub, 1970). Thus, if (4)y is a Killing vector field,
then the vector field
(4)W = (4)y . [D2 Ein «4)gO)' «4)h, (4)h)]

also has zero divergence. Thus the necessary second-order condition

r

J~o

(4) w, (4) Z~o) dlL(go) = 0

on first-order deformations is independent of the Cauchy hyper-surface
on which it is evaluated. The integral of (4)W over a Cauchy hypersurface then represents a conserved quantity for the gravitational field,
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constructed from a solution (4)h of the linearized equations and from a
Killing vector field (4)y' The interesting and important feature of this
conserved quantity of Taub, as shown by theorem 4.36, is that unless it
is zero, the first-order solution (4)h from which (4)W was constructed is
not tangent to any curve of exact solutions. Thus, for space times which
are not linearization stable, Taub's conserved quantity plays the central
role in testing whether or not perturbations (4)h are spurious (i.e., are
not tangent to any curve of exact solutions).
4.6 The space of gravitational degrees of freedom
We now review some results of symplectic geometry that provide a basis
for a unified description of the various splittings that occur in general
relatively (Arms, Fischer and Marsden, 1975). These results are based
on a general reduction of phase spaces for which there is an invariant
Hamiltonian system under some group action (Marsden and Weinstein,
1974). A further application of these results leads to the construction of
the symplectic space of gravitational degrees of freedom (Fischer and
Marsden, 1978b).t
Background references for the material in this section are Abraham
and Marsden (1978), Che'rnoff and Marsden (1974), and Marsden
(1974).
Let P be a manifold and n a symplectic form on P; that is, n is a
closed (weakly) non-degenerate two-form. For relativity, P will be T*.;U
and n will be the canonical symplectic form J- 1 , as described in section
4.1.
Let G be a topological group which acts canonically on P; that is, for
each gE G, the action of g on P, <J>g:p>--'?g' p, preserves n. Assume
there is a moment 'I' for the action. This means the following: 'I' is a map
from P to g*, the dual to the Lie algebra 9 = TeG of G, such that

for all g E g, where gp is the corresponding infinitesimal generator
(Killing form) on P, and vp E Tpp. Another way to define 'I' is to require
that for each g, the map p >--'? ('I'(p), g) be an energy function for the
Hamiltonian vector field gpo This concept of a moment is an important
t It should be noted that in the case of compact Cauchy surfaces, the space of gravitational
degrees of freedom has had all of the dynamical degrees of freedom factored ouL For some
purposes this may be undesirable and a less severe identification may be wanted. (See
York, 1972, and F1scher and Marsden, 1977.)
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geometrization of the various conservation theorems of classical
mechanics and field theory, including Noether's theorem.
It is easy to prove that if H is a Hamiltonian function on P with
corresponding Hamiltonian vector field X H , i.e., dH(p)· v =
flp(XH(P), v), or equivalently, iXHfl= dH, and if H is invariant under
G, then 'I' is a constant of the motion for X H ; i.e., if Ft is the flow of X H ,
then 'I' F t = '1'.
As an example, consider a group G acting on a configuration space Q.
This action lifts to a canonical action on the phase space T*Q. The
moment in this case is given by
0

where U q belongs to T*Q. If G is the set of translations or rotations, 'I'
is linear or angular momentum, respectively. As expected, 'I' is a vector,
and the transformation property required of this vector is equivariance
of the moment under the co-adjoint action of G on g; that is, the
diagram

p----- p

9

- Ad
- -;-.
- - - g.

must commute. We shall-consider only equivariant moments.
There are several classical theorems concerning reduction of phase
spaces. In celestial mechanics, there is Jacobi's elimination of the node,
which states that in a rotationally invariant system, we can eliminate
four of the variables and still have a Hamiltonian system in the new
variables. Another classical theorem of Hamiltonian mechanics states
that the existence of k first integrals in involution allows a reduction of
2k variables in the phase space. Both of these theorems follow from a
theorem of Marsden and Weinstein (1974) on the reduction of phase
space.
To construct this reduced space, let /.L E g* and set
GIL

=

{g E GIAd\-l/.L = /.L}.

Consider 'I'-1(/.L) = {pl'l'(p) = /.L}. The equivariance condition implies
that G preserves '1'- \/.L), so we can consider PIL = '1'- \/.L)/ G w In the
case that 'I'-l(/.L) is a manifold (e.g., /.L is a regular value) and G acts freely
and properly on this manifold, we have:
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Theorem 4.37

PIL inherits a natural symplectic structure from P, and a Hamiltonian
system on P which is invariant under the canonical action of G projects
naturally to a Hamiltonian system on PIL •
In Jacobi's elimination of the node, G is SO(3), so 9 is fR3 and the
co-adjoint action is the usual one. Thus the isotropy subgroup GIL of a
point f.J., in fR3 is SI. If n is the dimension of P, then 'I'-I(f.J.,) is the
solution set for three equations so the dimension of '1'-1 (f.J.,)/ Gp. is
n - 3 - 1 = n - 4. For k first integrals in involution, G is a k-dimensional
abelian group, so the co-adjoint action is trivial and GIL = G. Thus the
dimension of 'I'-1(f.J.,)/ G is n - 2k. Another known theorem that follows
from theorem 4.37 is the Kostant-Kirillov theorem which states that the
orbit of a point f.J., of g* under the adjoint action is a symplectic manifold.
Now we shall show how to obtain a general splitting theorem for
symplectic manifolds, one piece of which is tangent to the reduced space
PIL (Arms, Fischer and Marsden, 1975). This includes the splitting
theorems for symmetric tensors as a special case.
A splitting theorem for a symplectic manifold P requires a positive"definitive but possibly only weakly non-degenerate metric;-orOther such
structure to give a dualization. This is so that orthogonal complements
may be defined. Suppose we know, say from the Fredholm theorem,
---mat
TpP = range (Tp'l')* EE> ker Tp'l'

(here (Tp'l')* is the usual L2-adjoint). Of course, in finite dimensions this
is automatic. Define
a p : gp. -'.> TpP;

g~ gp{p)

where gp. is the Lie algebra of Gw Suppose we also have the splitting
TpP = range ap EE> ker a~.

There is a general compatibility condition between these two splittings,
namely range a p c ker Tp'l', which follows readily from equivariance. In
fact,
range a p = Tp(G . p)n ker Tp'l'.
This compatibility condition implies the finer splitting:
T pP = range (Tp '1')* EE> range apEE>(ker Tp'l' n ker a;),
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i.e.,
Tpp=range (Tp'l')*EB Tp (Gp.· p)EBker Tp'l'j[Tp(Gp.· p)].
Note that the third summand is the tangent space to Pw The geometric
picture is given in figure 4.2. For the purposes of this figure we number the

Figure 4.2. The geometry of a general symplectic decomposition.

summands in the previous decomposition as

where

CD

belongs to range (Tp '1')*, the orthogonal complement of the
tangent spate to the level qt-l(JL);
(bl belongs to range a p , the tangent space to the orbit of p under GjL;
C!l is in (ker Tp'l' n ker a ~), and is the part of the decomposition
which is tangent to the reduced symplectic manifold.
(bl and C!l together are ker Tp qt, the tangent space to 'I'-\JL).
A basic splitting of Moncrief (1975b) can be viewed as a special case
of this result. We choose P = T*.;U and the 'group' is G =
C:ace(M; V 4, (4)g), the spacelike embeddings of M to Cauchy hypersurfaces in (V4' (4)g), an Einstein flat spacetime which is the maximal
development with respect to some Cauchy hypersurface ~ c V 4 •
Although G is not a group, it is enough like a group for the analysis to
work.t G 'acts' on (g, 7T) as follows (see figure 4.3). Let (V4' (4)g, io),
Ein «4)g) = 0, be a maximal development which has (go, 7To) as Cauchy
data on an embedded Cauchy hypersurface ~o = io(M), io: M ~ V 4 (io is
like an origin for C:ace ). Then i E C:ace (M; V 4, (4)g) maps (go, 7To) to
t One uses the more general reduction procedure described in Weinstein (1977) and
Abraham and Marsden (1978).
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(V4, (4)g)=a maximal development of (go, 11 0) on :Eo
~_ _
N_ew

(g,1I) induced on :E

:E = i (M)

M

Figure 4.3. Representation of the 'action' of the space of embeddings on the space of
Cauchy data.

the (g, 1T') induced on the hyper surface I. = i (M). The set of all such
(g, 1T') define the orbit of (go, 1T'o) in ce~ n ce/;. These orbits are disjoint,
and so define an equivalence relation, -, in ce~n ce/;.
Although this is not an action (since C:ace is not a group), it has
well-defined orbits and the symplectic analysis above applies (Fischer
and Marsden, 1978b). Using the adjoint form of the Einstein evolution
system, the moment of 'this action' on a tangent vector (4)Xl: E
1io C:ace (M; V 4 , (4)g) with lapse N and shift X is computed to be

'I'(g,1T/4 )X)=

JN'JC(g, 1T')+X' ,f(g, 1T').

Here the (4)Xl: or the (N, X) can be thought of as belonging to the 'Lie
algebra' of C:ace •
Since '1'-1(0) is precisely the constraint set ce~ n ce/;, we choose J.t = 0,
so 01-' = G. From the equations of motion, we find that
lX(g,1T): 9 ~ T(g,1T)( T* ,;U)

is given by
(N, X)~J 0 [D<I>(g, 1T')]* . (;),

so the symplectic decomposition (4.15) becomes
T(g,1T)T*';u

=

{range [D<I>(g, 1T' )]*}* EBrange {J [D(g, 1T' )]*}
0

EB ker D<I>(g, 1T') n [ker D<I>(g, 1T') J]*
0

which is Moncrief's splitting. Elements of the first summand infinitesimally deform (g, 1T') to Cauchy data which do not satisfy the constraint
equations. Elements of the second summand infinitesimally deform
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(g, 7T') to Cauchy data that generate an isometric spacetime, and elements of the third summand infinitesimally deform (g, 7T') in the direction of new Cauchy data that generate a non-isoqletric solution to the
empty space field equation; see figure 4.4 and compare with figure 4.2.

T' .L = cotangent bundle of jt

Figure 4.4. Symplectic decomposition applied to the Einstein equations to construct the
space of gravitational degrees of freedom.

This third summand represents the tangent space to the reduced space
P"" = Cf!i/e n Cf!6/ -. This quotient by the equivalence relation described
above is naturally isomorphic to the space of gravitational degrees of
freedom,
namely the set of maximal solutions to the vacuum Einstein equations
~(V4)= {(4)g/Ein «4)g) = 0, and such that (V4' (4)g) is the maximal

development of the Cauchy data on some Cauchy hypersurface}
modulo the spacetime diffeomorphism group ~(V4)' This is the space of
isometry classes of empty space solutions of the Einstein equations, or the
space of gravitational degrees of freedom since the coordinate gauge
group has been factored out.
We call the representation of W(V4 ) described here the dynamical
representation since one uses the canonical formulation to define P"" =
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C(i~n C(ia/ - . See York (1971), Choquet-Bruhat and York (1979), and
Fischer and Marsden (1977) for a conformal representation of <§(V4 ).
As we have emphasized, in the case of compact hypersurfaces, one
identifies all the (g, 7T) which occur on slicings in an Einstein flat maximal spacetime. In the non-compact case one does not do this, as is
explained in Regge and Teitelboim (1974) and Choquet-Bruhat, Fischer
and Marsden (1978).
A few further remarks are in order regarding the decomposition of
T(g,7I')(T* .J,f).
Set 9(g,?T) = ker D<I>(g, 7T)n [ker D<I>(g, 7T)OJ]*, the third summand in
the decomposition above. The summand 9(g,?T) generalizes the classical
transverse traceless (IT) decomposition of Deser (1965) and Brill and
Deser (1968). Indeed for 7T = and R(g)= 0, Moncrief's decomposition
reduces to two copies of the Berger and Ebin (1972) splitting. If
moreover, Ric (g) = (so that g is flat), we regain the original Brill-Deser
splitting.
Now suppose (h, W)E <§(g,?T)' Then (h; w) satisfies the following equations:

°

°

D<I>(g, 7T) . (h, w) = 0,

(4.16)

and
[D<I>(g, 7T) J] . (h, w)* = D<I>(g, 7T) . «w')", -h# dJL (g» = 0.

(4.17)

0

Written out in terms of the constraint functions 7ft and,j, these equations
are
D7ft(g, 7T) . (h, w) = 0,
D7ft(g, 7T)' «w')", -h# dJL(g» = 0,
D,j(g, 7T)' (h, w)= 0,
D,j(g, 7T)' «W')~, -h# dJL(g» = 0.

These equations, eight conditions on twelve functions of three variables, formally leave four functions of three variables as parameters of
the space <§(g,?T)' Formally, <§(g,?T) is the tangent space to the space of
gravitational degrees of freedom, which is parametrized by four
functions of three variables.
Moreover, there is a certain 'symplectic symmetry' in the summand
<§(g,?T), reflected in (4.16) and (4.17) above: if (h, W)E <§(g,?T), then
J (h, w)* is also in <§(g,?T)' We shall refer to this symmetry as J-invariance
of <§(g,?T)'
0
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Proposition 4.38

The (weak) symplectic form 0 on S2 x S~ naturally induces a weak
symplectic form 0' on any I -invariant subspace of S2 x sJ. In particular,
f.(j(g,'1r) is a (weak) symplectic linear space.
Proof. The symplectic form 0 on S2 x SJ defined by

defines by the same formula an antisymmetric bilinear form 0' on f.(j(g,'1r)
(or any other I-invariant subspace of S2 x S~). One has to show 0' is
non-degenerate. Thus suppose for (hI. WI)E f.(j(g,'1r)'

for all (h2'

(2)E

f.(j(g,'1r)'

Since

f.(j(g,'1r)

is I-invariant,

Thus letting

and since I*
0= -

=

-I, we have

J(r\hI, WI), I

0

(hI. WI)*) =
=

J«(hI. WI), (hI. WI)*)

L

(hI' hI + WI' . WI') dJL(g).

Thus (hI. WI)= 0 so that 0' is non-degenerate.
•
Proposition 4.38 is a special case of the following general result of
symplectic geometry (see Weinstein, 1977).

Theorem 4.39

Let (V, 0) be a (weak) symplectic vector space and We Va subspace.
Let wi! = {v E VIO( v, W) = 0 for all W E W} and assume W is co- isotropic,
c W. Then Wjwt is, in a natural way, a (weak) symplectic
i.e.,
vector space.

wt
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Proof. Denote an element of W/ wi! by W + wi!. Define 0 on the
quotient by O(Wl+Wi\, W2+Wi\)=O(WbW2). Since O(w;, wi!)=O,
i = 1, 2 this is well defined. On the other hand, if O( Wl + wi!, W2 + wi!) =
ofor all wz, Wz E wi!, then Wz + wi! is the zero element of the quotient .

•

Proposition 4.38 follows as a corollary by letting V
T(g,w)T*.itt, 0 as given, and W = ker D<I>(g, 1T). Then,

wi!

=

=

Sz x S~

=

{(h, w)IO«h, w), W) = O}

={(h, w)\r\h, w) is orthogonal to ker D<I>(g, 1T)}
=

{(h, w)\r\h, w) E range [D<I>(g, 1T )]*}

=

range {J 0 [D<I>(g, 1T )]*} C W.

•

The symplectic structure on Cfj described above may be important for
the problem of quantizing gravity. The symplectic structure presented
here is probably implicit in the work of Bergmann (1958), Dirac (1959),
and DeWitt (1967). The present formulation, however, allows one to be
rather precise and geometric, First of all, it may allow one to use the
Segal or Kostant-Souriau quantization formalism to carry out a full
quantization or a semi-classical quantization. Secondly, the approach
presented here enables one to show that near metrics (4)g in ?C(V4 ) with
no isometries (and hence no spacetime Killing vector fields), Cfj =
?C(V4 )/£tJ(V4 ) is a smooth manifold and is locally isomorphic, in a
natural way, to cg~ n C(j,j -, and thus carries a canonical symplectic
structure. t Thus, in the neighborhood of Einstein flat space times
without Killing vector fields, the space Cfj = ?C(V4 )/£tJ(V4 ) of gravitational degrees of freedom is itself a symplectic manifold, or if you prefer,
a gravitational phase space without singularities, each element of which
represents an empty space geometry. Note that Cfj is (generically) a
symplectic manifold even though it is not a cotangent bundle. We
conjecture that Cfj can actually be stratified. into symplectic manifolds,
similar to the stratification of superspace; see Fischer (1970) and
Bourguignon (1975). The singularities in Cfj occur near space times with
symmetries, and these are of a conical nature (Fischer, Marsden and
Moncrief, 1978). Moncrief has emphasized in his 1978 Gravity Research
t An interesting point here is that

C€f fI( n C€fs, although (generically) a submanifold of T*.Ji,
does not have a natural symplectic structure induced from T* .Ji, since the tangent space of
C€ffl( n C€fs is not I-invariant. One must pass to the quotient manifold C€ffl( n C€fs / - in order to
get a symplectic structure induced by the symplectic structure of T*.Ji.
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Foundation essay that these singularities have an important effect on
quantization procedures (for instance, for de Sitter spacetimes).
The methods we have employed to analyze gravity, being based on
the L 2 -adjoint formalism, carryover directly to fields minimally coupled
to gravity, and in particular to Yang-Mills fields. In the latter case, one
divides out not by 2O(V4 ), but by the larger group of equivariant bundle
diffeomorphisms (i.e. gauge transformations covering diffeomorphisms
of spacetime). Using the methods presented here, we can show that the
space of degrees of freedom for fields and gravity, for fields minimally
coupled to gravity, is, generally, a symplectic manifold; see Fischer and
Marsden (1978b, c).
Finally we remark that we hope that the geometric methods presented
here help to unfold some of the inter-relationships that exist between
general relativity, differential geometry, functional analysis, nonlinear
partial differential equations, infinite-dimensional dynamical systems,
symplectic geometry, and the theory of singularities. Certainly, all of
these areas of mathematics (and others) will have to make their contribution to the study of gravitational theory before the final analysis is in.
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